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.on two central : issues ---coolmnrimmh*A04r
of Per-fool4t; industralifirl:nattollaL resource a#J.°PItAOR -""

we hope to preSent a,wider view oraonsumer choice than is=
some coneumer writings.- Sere, the emphasis i Sot only oln-admartintwg'P'

choice between various market

perhaps =re' 4111Partan' 91?: AnglAwmw
and-national------ bee t+ ulr

various levels of wprk,.and leisure and p went boils
tion and social investments. Later in the report; issues
jor public concern have been treated to the eitlentrasopples.and space .

allow. The rather wide-ranging materials covered 'up 'the extremely

important issues raised by the presence of advertising ta our sodietY --
issues that we believe could be imaginatively incorpoAated into consuMer
education materials.

,

infUnenceyon per

lof'tatisfaction

C

It is impokteint to appreciate that the analyticbasis for thie study
is conventional, generally accepted welfare economics, which explains-rigor-
ously the conditions under which markets can oPtinallY serve tile eociety as
a whole:- This approach implies the valqe judgment, which we accept, that the
purpose of economic activity_ is to serve the, interests of the people of thel_

society. Therefore,:the inAlytia frameWOrk,:tbat
advertising has many adverse consequences -- in addition to some benefits
indicates its inadequacies as a part of a free market system. That is,
advertising is,not evaluated primarily interms of'whether it is desirable
in a non-market society or from the point of view oflsociological, ethical
or even, primarily, politital conisderations. Although all these are touched

on, the basic analysis involves the application of rigorous-conventioval

economic thinking.
r

The PIE-C effort was limited in scope, and, hence, this report does
not reflect original research but rather draws_ on the published literature.
It attempts to clarify major issues by reviewing and 'appraising the recent
'thinking of economists, marketing executives and researchers, and more genera
surveyors of the contemporary social system, concerning the impacts of adier-

.
-tieing on consumer sovereignty, patterns of resource allocation-and national

malues. Because of limitations on the scope of the research effort, the
viewpoints of several spokespeople on the issue have received only'cursory .

_ treatment, but the extensive bibliography will permit readers to explore
laBui further in the original sources.
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In preparation of this report the authors have had t of
extensive interaction with Dr: Dustin Wilson, -Jr.,.*Director OCE and
Dr. Nary -Beth Minden of his staff. In addition; a draft of the final re=
port Was reviewed by Professor Kathleen Browns Ittig of University of
Buffalo (New Tork)_ and Professor Dennis C. Pisa*** of University of
Maryland. Their valuable ccessents were taken into account is preparation

of the report ia its final form. \

Chapters I and 1/1 were oriqina.U.y prepared by Garth: ?staid., Chapter

II by Zena Cook, of P/E-C; the whole -manusc:ript vas reviewed Sevaral
times by all three authors, so it is, in the end, the Prirtpt of a truly
joint effort. The whole was edited by Barbara Schuyler to assure that
it commun.icates Clearly with the reader unaciniinted with ecencgoia theory.

Despite the advice andassistance of the reviewers and the OCE
staff,-PIE-C and the authors are, of course, solely responsible foi its
content. sit

Allen R. Ferguson
President of PIE-C
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sevee1 of the recent attemptsto hairei

taken full 41503qmit-cif't*e-11044W140'and
)2A8la of inf.ormation-coutent, doelP4mciti-413d-veraitY,

tr 3011"44,11* .and 4a4vettifingla influence 04: 7144114411t-7
40f.r termination

lacto-;igimai;,of present
iimestmeiii-, and, finaLly, them.4de of t

-process with the visual and 'audio media perma.ting our hoieeue- and Cities.:
We have Undertaken to fill this gap at least to sane deg ea.:

Po

first chapt.erterAttomptlap
-..corWMNEFliOlereiStrand the:conditiftsunderAdiidi%tt is
farther atteept to clarify the Amer in which advertising fecilitate
or blinder the fmactioning of the priyaii-market system the:thieFesta
society as a whole. .

In the second chapter we examimthe indireet7effeCtii:Which7eAeitt
tising:hasbeen seen to have on ConSumers.bY-Mtaing'sbiftelini&s*
patterns of Industrial (inter and intra), family and national resource.
animation.

,The third chapter.disOussas broader social implidations*of ad
sing as it impacts,, especially through television and corporate
advertisihg, on Our social and political life.

The final Chaptek highlights the major f s of the previous
tars as they pertain to the possible content of consumer edimetimprogr
A bibliography-of some length which lists works used in this.report,'as'
well as a fee additional words includeq for their relevance; is attached.
It is hoped that it, in itself, will be a useful resource to educators in
their curricular development.

* '
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r -among alternatives
expected tqLfail to choose

levellof saviwo and o expenditurei, in_
endues of leisure that best meet their indi
And- thckgs of;; -t1 taciety as a whole.-----f--

This chapter is divided four main sections f
the concept of the market system functioning' ta :serve the simtria.i.
interests of the popplationjs summarized abIt has been diiiinpel'aince
the second quarter of this century. This concept. and its coOditions
comprise the theoretical justification of-present bustmess/coniumer
relations. An evalUation of the relationship_ of advertising and coo-
mercial media to the set of assumptions underlying the theory;of the
market economy has been found to be a methodological nigh tea
yet is essential to the legitimacy of present economic arran
and their social.and cultural ramifications..

In the second section, wades/ with theinformation problemof
the modern consumer whois faced with an increasing number of decisions
regarding .technologically and'financially oopplex goods and services.
We show ho;, the intellectuai involvement necedsary fot wise personal
'resource allocation is constrained by the-technical nature of present
day commercial information, information obeolescence, and the lack of
easily comparable information available either through advertising or
at point of sale. This section includes a listing of the elements com-
mercial information: should contain to serve consumer needs adequately,
and a brief. statement about tile positive rolei advertising can play"in
serving a market function.

The third section discusses the.scope and-nature of advertising
tcontent and describes, the informational, persuasive and entertainment4
instrumentalities involved in modern advertising, especially magazine
and television. It supplies sevalral viewpoints on what marketers and
advertisers think this role of advertising is, apd what academic and
journalistic critics see occurring with present advertising forms.

A final section will discUqs alternativesources of information
available to the consumer, and-will briefly discuss_thelssue of correc -'
tive advertising ancLotfierrefOrm$ which! seek to. provide consumers with'

. .

brOader information
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by those
well-being

mbere. wnedoditions under the-narketsystemi could
possible fot

theoretically do that are very "restricted andl-ri444, and, to the mktent-
that they are not .fulfilled in -reality, the market -systab-faLlsi short
of achieving its legitimate social and ecodaic fUnctiens, as viewed, in
welfare economics. Deficient:1.es may not impair, and may even fecilitate
serving tie end* of particular .individuals.. or groups, but- to the **ant-
that the conditions are not fulfilled, the aggregate well-being of-mem-
bers of the society will not be mazielized.. .

.

.$ The market System can be viewed as `an aggregate mechanism. Correia--

ting supply and demand in many interrelated marketksto create 'and-
distribute 'goods and services. The condition* =der _w4h.ich'the market'
mechanism could and would produce the maximummeterial well-being for.
the members of society as a whole have been theoretically developed,
largely in this\ century, by a progreseiozi of ecOndeists. They range.'
frau A. C. Pigou in °Welfare Bconanics''' to Peancis Baton in The Question
of Government Spending: Public Needs and Private Wants.2 Sam socialist
econamists, Abbe P. Lerner l'and Oskar Langetkpfor examPle, have argued.
'that socialist planning should apprOxiliate.thle patterns that would ...4;
obtain in a iroperly functioning market economy., The, proposition that
the welfare4conditions are tequisites for a socially optimal functioning
of the market system is now widely accepted by economists of all .

political, persuasions.

.Economists differ widely, of course, on how far the real world
difiers frail these conditions, how serious those deviations are, the

'extent to they could or should be eliminated and, consequently,
on political orientation and prescription.' _

- 2. Conditions for Optimal Market Performancts
. .

Among the conditions for optimal market performancqa those that
are most rele4ilt for present purposes are the following:

-4



be provided `and dietribUtod:
Lion, =and

Income and wesath must be initia.tly distributed in a- social
desirable (or at least satisfactory). may.

-tom i,-!PerfeOt.

and ft-laud. Promotional aotiwi

proceeding; /it may be wortimshiliks:.

of these conditions. ObvjouS1 16-011,010.11011:71re-,

they' could not be, counted cm act in> the iz
is more laiortant here.*

si$ of their Own preferences, i.e. 14410*OsiiVe'.
of their aim Itantal- Whereas society an a whole inf: lingoes and Perhaps-
largely deteriainee the preferences and wants of -indiikiduals, ayearket
economY cannot operate in the interest of the population_ as a whole if
consigners' ecoaxxxic decisions are made on.,:,tpivoassit preyerelices

dictated, created, or even influenced by-lifoduCer* That is, -producers
ust react to, not determine, _consumer 'Sat/ever- prefererices are

eatablinhed, ;-fonnunera, lack, ad.e, (Vika information about their chti4ces,
they cannot choose wisely.

Only under conditions-of' co:petition must producers be a1tirely
responsive to the demands of consumers in the most effibienttdays, I. 41.,
in the ways,,that minimize the ut4lization of resources' pePtilit of '

product produced.

Since it is the distribution of wealth and income that determines
tpe ability of individuals to have their material wants satisfied by
the market, inequitable distribution of wealth and income structure will

4, produce inequitable distribution of goods and services.

Under these conditions (and the others we have ignored) the market
mechinism would be expeetecreto produce the

. highest level of Akterial
well-being or "welfare" possible. To explain the reasons why these are
logical prerequisites of a properly functioning market system or to
describe the other necessary conditions of optimality would require -an
excessive digiession. Two points must .suffice here4... Fisst, that there
is' wide consensus among tease 'who. haVe sespusly examined the problem,
and second, perhaps more interesting, that recognizing these conditions
peimits one to draw important inferences for evaluating advertising as
it is actually practiced.

po
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for Evaluation' of Adveitising-

404-
advertising '`and related-. ireibtro-tOr

ties :increase the .ditgree to which tNtea.
are. Vey are liecezomMailr

-on the di-the
inatificaiion of .the private.-
*tent :that they impair the ful.141irt -of .

dateital*, they are econogicaily.and socially utikistifiedF
is thOse same terms,

,°-Second,: it is dentral to note that
imply that the .consweer .not the'
eign and,- in part to assure :consumer igivereigntyi,
producers ba.,organiled in Competitive induotrisie.

It is the burdenof the rest of Ahis .paPer-.td evaluate adder sr
1306-0y4;calihind ighethik,

realization of :these market. one. This me3:ba` c
siiaing. is based on the theory w lies. the vie

fication,iof the market system. Cobsequent1y, ',in the ,courae of fiPrals,0,
ing adyertising, we also examine-the' extent to WhiCh the market Isystea'S
intellecibal' foundation-a aie Jeopardized by the existence of advertising

,
as it is practiced..

-

The Inforikticeial Probleaof ttie Modern Consumer

.

Consighers are today faCed iith a very serious infbrmatiOn'probleat
Obtaining and understanding reliable information aboUt the great !Mitt,

tude of codliodities and services they consume is at best diffiCati-land
at 4orst,,a(possible.1.4' /

-

Prior to the industrial and-electronic revolutions ofthiscentUyr,
consumer transactio9s were overwhelitingly condUcted'at theipoint of sale.
Through word of-mouth, -,rudimentarpritrah advertising, and examination
of the product at the pcinV of saker,the consumer could determine'the:
availability; price and gualitYof.the product,,and Could.celkupon-tds
previous experience to help him to evaluate the utility of, the, purchase

givep,its Cost. At this leveI,o, economic tradeadtionough the con--
sumer had to-be aware Of prodUcer, end seller Migrepresentation,"the
sumer could in most .cases satisfactorily evaluate available information
regarding a transaction..

. .

'1.. 'Proklems with Increased Technology'

As many economists and other writers h
information problem --'problems of both inf
mercial "misinformation" -- are the results of
meet (partipularly in technological, production
ogr,affluence. According to 'Richard H. Holten,

(
ave-noted, today's donsumer

oimatian'defiCitinCy and cow-
our high level'Otdevelopt
and media teChnology) and

A

12



I
The problem of consumer information is in lagepa,ft.
consequence of our rapidly rising standard of living.
I doubt that, we could solve the consumer information
problem in any satisfactory sense unless we were to P

-' resort to a most unsatisfactory alternative. Namely,
an economy ,so static that consumers are never faced
with new 'goods and services . .5

" .

, With 4040micAevelOpment aml*Sophisticatea.advertiSingPa4agiagaad.
Marketingtechniguesi.the,:tradtitiobalprectice,o/4o g:intUitiVe2,..:, :2..

vorkeAnelliP.Onst.:Se11V:InOcititrz,iat ':..`,th& point ...:,-.',.,.
s,-sale .iiiir.-rep complex. pricing and ebnomic -:

,41-P' P.1 ,;,,,,. Vs.?, ;. >, . , .., . . . . .

:T,'!,F0414,0.4#V4M0;,-.
:W0400tieakii/Y0:000.id......,,,..-e

mark.ters. L'AINeSelprOreas,_
7,,,,,,

itta-ad'thiftdependent'faoduters,tO p
: .'.infOrmatiOn, because their, income Or corporitestand".4.8.,,,

..Predicated on volume sold and not on consuemr satisfaction. .

...---,

2. . Constraints on Consumer infOrmAtion Use , t.,

,

',Since information of great quantity and technical sophistication
is often required to explain technologically and financially complex
goods and services, and because the Consumer (Often has enough'discru-

ionary accme for many puichases, the consumer is in many instances
forced to allocate his or her analytic and time resourdeS among various.
consumer decisionsY-asd_thus to choose irrationally He or she often
lacks the patience or time to absorb and analyze any large 'Amounts of
the increasingly technical information which either unintentionally or
intentionally surrounds many products and services. In their theoretical,
sVidy, "Consumer Decisions and Information Use," Chsffee and McLeod6
found that in consumer decision making, searching for information is in
the majority of cases minimized because of the intellectual And time
costs...involved. They quote findings, that even for costly and heavily
advertised prodUiFts such at major appliancesf auto accessories, or ,furni-
ture, only half of the sample reported peeking out comparative Information.'
In other cases information search is also discouraged when valuable
product information is found not to be available at the point Of..salel
being available only "upon request" from the manufacturing or service firm.

As advertising replaces useful information with non-informational
elements, the processing of factual information is delayed and often
ig4red. While it is argued brosome advertisitigspokesmen, as we shall
see, that consumers do not -Ida more-information'in advertising because
it" cannot be prdcessed, this is not the case, according to the Federal.
'Trade Commission, Congress (the passage of the Magnuson-Moss Act, requir-
ing producers to provide full warranty information), and such publications
as Consumer Newsweekly.8

, .

$ As Holten has pointed out, in our present society one's past
experience and stores of information are good for evaluating, products
and services frequently purchased whose rate of technological change is
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low relative to the frekuency of purchase. However,_t.his experirential.
knowledge is no longer adequate for.items less frequently purchased,
yet with a high rate of...technological change.9 It is assumed that the
first, category includes item such as those fadm a grocery store tithile
the second, re such items as automobiles, tires, major appliances, and
insurance and loan policids.

The problems,of informational quantity and complexity are compo
- by informational obsolesence with rapidly changing brandi, technologies
and social environments. These problems, 'according to Holt.en, can be .

expected tO\issen rather than iMprove as continue ;to moya, into a:
service economy.marked by high technology products And-a.Plurii
Service arrangements"- In an excellent artiettle,.Alain Gantt

coesumer informational issues in al:MI*440e

Coginierpial Information

The set of consumer information requirements hais been listed
s follows by Haynes. '

° Information regartng existence of ,relevant:
-- Products
-- Varieties (brand/models)
-- Accessible retailers

o An understanding 4bf how markets work and of optional .

purchase procedures.

General product information: what characteristics are
desirable and in what degree.

Specific product information: the extent to which particu-
lar varieties possess specific characteristics desired; in
other words, the quality of eadhlvariety.

Price: adjusted ,to take account of auxiliary'services/
componentslthat are "included.ull

This set of informationwe call "commercial informatibn." As McKiel2
points out, complete commercial information has itself become costly to
produce anddiSseminate, and. -- especially in terms of time -- costly for
consumers to obtain. Because this information is now often produced and
disseminated separately from products in the forms of advertising and
other promotion in many cases it has been made increasingly selsctive as
to serve "the interetts of producers rather than consumers:, With the Ovenr-
load of information available from variods:sources and low consumer
self-esteem abgut consumer skillsrmany consumers tend to use the informa-
tion that is most readily ivaila6le to them, typacally'the selective,
biased information provided by the seller rather than- complete information
requiring intellectual and time resources.

14



. Positive Informative Ile of,LAdyprtising

Advertising can of course be a very useful source of commercial
-infamation and is often of great value.to !onsumers. To see this
one peed°Only consider the effect on some consumers of thelack of .

advertising. Forexampleuntil recently, there was little advertising
of prices charged by' professionals such-as doctors and attorneys. Even,

advertising as totirpes of service'dvailaq was proscribed by profes-
sional "ethics ,;;Consumers had no effectitre way of readily Obtaining,
informition that4ould permit rational cheice among possible professional

NerViOee. rnrther, a positive information role is often played by aver-
Using in lbcia newspapers and maqazines and over local;redi6, in.:classi-
fled in ckther profhssional service advertising espedia4y.
when "price Oformation is includ,01.

However, as we shall.see, advhitising often contains components
other than or in addition to accurate commercial information -- components
of persuasion, obfuscation, misinformation and entertainment, which frus-
trate information search and influence consumers to act irrationally.

D. The Scope and Nature of Advertising Today.

As
*
has been discussed, advertising is justified only to ihe extent

that itprovides objective commercial information,' In this section we

. turn to a survey of viewpoints on advertising 'content as it is often
encountered today, that is, a content containing more stimulation, obfus-
cation, persuasion, and entertainment than factual information aiding
the consumer toward rational decision making and allocation of personal

resources.

1. Direct Dollar Costs.of Advertising

tpurrent total expenditures on advertising have reached $36 billion
a year. This amount represents, 100 times the Vital 'budget o the U.N. and,

almost approaches the $42 billion spent on private/governmental,reSearCk
and development in 1977. Approximately 1,800 daily and more than '7,500
weekly newspapers absorb mearly.one-third of. that amount. Television;.

receives 20 percent orthe total, and .its share keeps rising, gradualiy

reduding the share of/the older media. Radio now gets less -than '7 percent'

of.the.tota1 advertising expenditures and Magazines:, less than 6 percent,
with outdoor, direct mail, and other outlets accounting for the rest.13

1
While Bartlett finds that 2% of the GNP went into the proddction

and dissemination of advertising *". Scherer estimates that :1Dout one- quarter

of advertiiing expenditures (in 1966 When he conducted his study) or .5%
ofthe'GNP ."went into messages which served little function but to mislead
theconsumeror cancel out rival messages," and that another: .5% of GNP
was spent on other fOrmeof dysfunctional marketing and produCt style
changes "lor.a,,total:annUal expenditure on wasteful promotion that.could

not be less than onepercent of GNP."15
.r



Ac9prding to advertising executive NOvik,."Agencies and adver-
tisers in 1977.bought $5.7 ball% worth of. TV time and spent another
half billion producing commerci to fill., that time. .A good chunk
of this vast sum was wasted, unintentionally bf.course .

Furthe., tkukstaff'of the late Senator Eatt's antitrust committee'
estimated moreover, that deceptive. packaging endxPromOtiOn.ia thalfpod
inddStry .one causes consumers "to. lose $14 hillionaYeer742

7

There illustFaiionS demonstrate how advertising Aid other promo....

0.02241 activities of_business far exceed their role of400,14040gidom7
sUme*s with useful information that is eCo 'ally OS t*

24 Dmiand Management

John x. Galbraith. in his writings in the. s,
Ntdsmafied the role thai Industrial "400umimarlageiem":p Mr! ,

mining levels of consumer' expenditures and :savings." It is his'view,
contrary to business claims of a well-functioningarket systeft that thi.
American'eddhomic system produces goods and services in respoise.to con-
sumer demand, business:Ameks to control ,the range,okohOites available to
the consumer, and more IMportantly, the level ofcansuMption. Aggregate
failure to consume all that is produced resultS in; loss of profit-awl in
unemployment, events to be avoided by government policy.

It is Galbralth's thesis that government/business policy since the
depression has been aimed at increasing aggre446 national growth and
increasing corporate profit through artificially stimulating consumption
through government suasion, corporate advertising and the broadcasting
enterprises. In his view, American consumption practices and patterns
are neither individual4y nor rationally chosen, but are the result of
corporate economic and behavloril management of a mass 'society. Society
has beCome trapped in patterns of consumption determined not by the
independent pkeferences of consumers but determined "from above." In an
interesting article, EAnneth E. Boulding traces -'"demand management" year
by year from 5929 to 1968 and relates corporate-determined consumer

iture 1 yelp to trendi in military spending and private domestic
ve st4e.nt15

4
,

Centre to the thinking-of both of these economists 14 thd idea.
t America has passed from its liberal economic adolesdence where,some

'sectors of the consuming public exercised,soVereignty in the marketplace
(as they did lif\the_town meeting), to amore mature economy marked by
corporate and monopoly,determination, infsbich consumer -(and hence, citi -.
zen)., self - determination is lost id the developMent of- increased "effi-
ciency" and bureaucratization. Individual preferences for such products
and services as unprocessed foods and urban transit systems are seen to
be subordinated to the corporate requirements of the.food and automotive.
industries. This view underlies the writings of Marxist.economists such
as A.,P. Lerner.-20 and H. Gintis.21 The former seeks restitution of con-
sumer sovereignty through enforced pricing at the margin and the individual
redefinition of consumer needs, while the latter feels that the focus of "
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raga reignty must
-

lie wi ALL /r unit than the. individual '

con .take into account "s4cia:- ereignty.".

In his article on "Advertising, Economics, and Iridividualism," 22

Randall Bartlett tracesthe ideas of consumer sovereignty and autonomous
preference from the economic concepts of marginal analyses and individual
utility functions, and clariIies the voles that uncertainty and asocial
influence play on.indrvirdUals within social frameworks. In challengidg'
..the validity of,the notion of autonomous preference, he.cites recent .

'work dOuls"by Chicago economists.. These writings see iEdividUals or groups
of individuals not as purchasing prOduats solely for material ends, Olt',
rather as purchaging "liundles of characteristics," which serve' such needs
as "prestige," "fashiOn," and "independence of thought:" The character-
Utica yhidh are sought are necessarily.socially *ermined. -SachAeter-
ndnation is in large part a function,of broadcast advertising-and'other
'information. provided by?sellers. 'Accordinto Bartlett4S'analysis, '

individuals do) ndt make their choices in response to their own internally
based preferences, but rather'learn from external sources how otheepeople
respond to products., . Bartlett continues,

At its heart, the controversy is not really over the
measurable impact of advertising, but concerns the degree
of independence present in individual choice and, thus,
concerns the "normative basis of thedefense of market
economics 0 a source 4f human liberty._ Any admission of
an effective impact of advertising on consumer choice is
in effect a denial ofthat comfortable ideological base
. . . . If utility itself is influencable,, then the most,
basic.nAmative propositions of welfare economics cease tb
have any content; they are simply .not applicable to .a
situaAkonwhere a satisfied want has been externally' and
inteirally dkeited.23

In shortcBartlett -- like G4lbraith -- is pointing out' that the

autonomous preference necessary for a free enterprise economy is incOn-
siptent with the requirements of smooth industrial functionling and suc-
cissfui Ovektising..The intellectual foundation of the ..ffree enter-

'.prise" market system depends on freedom ffom influence over consumer
kefelen"e-'p choice, and advertising "to create ever greater markets tends
ode traix t keedom.

icting Views of the Role of Advertising

av,0 talked about the requirements of. full commercial
consumer decision making process, here we offer a .

taxandoiyA advertising as it is commonly encountered, and discuss various
viewpoints concerning advertising content and function.. Very'briefly,
most forMs of'advertising consist of selective commercial information
mixed'with or replaced by one. or more of the f011owing elements:4

°: Persuasion

o'Efitertainment



o .0bfusca-ion

o Decepti( or misinformation 4

How these non- or counter-informative influences bear upon the require-
meats of "consumer sovereignty" as developed abOve,ii of major importance
to this report. ,

.(

While all individual preferences are to some degree socially
detereined, for acivertising to perform .a persuasive function is clearly

4TOnt;arF to autonomous consumer preference, as described move. Like-
",-.ViseAtO the extent that advertising cbfitaine entertaining or obtusca
eleM4*ts, phe second requisite of consumer ration
ti it sittiOnallY weakfued. Varioaa degreeS of deceptioala
loften\difficplt to discern) cleariy hinder the cons
hill anpnercial informatiOn concerning richase andsayingso
.rt isthia list category which redeives the Wei attentionvf the Ni.
.Ad Laing Review Boaud (establiihed by the trade in an\attempt to4Olice-I
its f) and the Federal Trade -Conenissi4n, whereas the other categoltes
jus as seriously infringe upon the theoretical justification of present
maficet arrangements. These first thfee cats Les, strongly justiiied
by advertisers as we shall see, are designeds -Took against theautonomy
of.preference,.the consumer's ability to obtain,'..necessary informatiOn
rationally, thus subordinating the condumer's%,iAterest to that of )the
producer.

a. Information or- stimulation

A clear example of conflicting opinion-over the function of adver-
Using was the exchange between' RepresentatiVe. Benjamin B. Rosenthal of.
New.York. and Thomas Dillon,'ChairmanL_Batton, Osborn,,,Dustine, anOsborn,,,
Inc., at the AmericanAnterprise Institute Round Table DisCussiOn in 1976.
According to Rep. Rosefithal,

Advertising has a mission. The time has come to realize
that technological growth and the development of monopoly
tA our society gives advertising a particular responsibili
Its responsibility ought to be te provide information about
a product . I think advertising ought to give some
indication of the price and quality of the produci.2

Accordimg to Dion,

Advertising co sists of relatively small amounts of information,
[Yet) it is rossly. unfair to charge advertising with offering
no information when the process that advertisiUg leads you into..
offers quite a lot of information.25

In this latter view the function of advertising content is seen to be not
the providing of useful and objective information, but is rather admitted
to be a. source of motivation or stimulation which ostensibly leads the
consumer toward obtaining information available elsewhere, presumably at

4 the point of sale.



Advertising'and point of sale promotion are,, according to manage-
ment theorist Peter Drucker, designed to allow a-product to sell itself
by providing the consumer with sufficient information to allow hith to
decide rationally whether something suits his/her'needs or desires.
Drucker viers the consumer movement of the past decade as the "shame of
marketing" and Neves that

(D]ipite the emphasis ommarketing and the marketing approach,
marketing is still rhetoric rather than,reality in far too
mazy businesses . . . (Consumprism] 'demands that business
define its goal:as the satisfaction of consumer needs .

The aim,of.marketing. is to know and understand the consumer
sio4rell:that the produtt of service fits him-arid sells 'itself 26

But, we find thatbecaushitf+the tequirements of,-"deioand managementi!'.dis-..-
. f

V

cussed above,adveriisingmust stipulate. consumOtion:throughnOn7rational.
stimulation andiDersuasion, or obfuscation of product quality or price,
andthrough brand differentiation or promotional teChniqUes designed to
encourage compulsive purchasing habits. Whereas advertising should-ser-
vice consumer informational needs, in reality, through high)adVertising
expenditures, persuasive techniques, and saturation,' advertising serve
predominantly-the benefit of producers and suppliers.:

--,

b. Persuasion

r .

aThe attitude of advertising proponents, as expressed in tfade
publications, such as Advertising Age and Printer's Ink, is that adver-
tising is the place for techniques of persuasion and stimulation' with
as little commercial information as possible and that through amusement
and dritektafnment, these techniques will, to some'degreebe maskedior ,

forgiven. There is generally little attempt on tl part t rtisers
to hide the fact that they see advertising as the ssimu-
latiorrand for techniques.aimed at creating new Ants. Furtheri1
advertisers readily spend huge sums to support cOiliMkate;and academic
marketing research, which'employ social.and behavioral research metHodol-
ogy to define new.market opportunities and appropriate commercial appeals.

Many marketing and advertising justifications of non-informative,
persuasive and entertaining advertising are in some ways exemplifi4 by
the thoughts of Sid Bernstein writing in Advertising Age (January 2, 1978),

Advertising is the one area of good tidings, pleasant. images
and hopeful, encouraging'thoughts and actions in a bleak,
unfrien4y, dithaster-filled world, and in that capacity alone --
regardless of its more familiar, more pedestrian role's. -- it
serves a usefUl purpose insociety.'?7°.

It is assumed that among its more pedestrian roles is the providing of com-
mercial information concerning quality'availSbility and.price. The mild
cynicism-of the professional'marketer and advertiser is expressed later in
the same editorial:



In any,dountry you can.think,ofi.radio ancVteleVi4.on com-
mercials byr-snd large aim., primarily at amusement in.one
form or another as the, attention getter, the device that.
getS the audience into the'tenti where the real sales
pitch can.subsegdently be delivered to theOlappyvang.28

, -

This quote clearly. expresses the eclipse'ofadVertising's theoretical
information function by Petsuegion techniques and ontertainment.in-.....
radio and televisiOn advertising, which accounti for abont410.billidn
Yearly. As if to warn'of ceino4,Signe ahead for the advertising
4ndUstryiNhich hie.foOncritseitaervingriogialAnd:-CorPor*te *A400triel
/nOtionarather than an economic function: Bernateill"Cdidludeic'hie
repOrt: fOr the ',new fear by reporting

a growing trend in= scope selling noun-
HOrOdUCts *uparama#atai
preaUmably'without benefit of; amusiims,:sailing,cOpy:br any
entrancing.appeal-beyondlow'price.2?

In surveying. the large amounts of academic material which touch
on advertising content, one finds a clear divisioll between those who
justify persuasion and entertainment instrumentalities as part of the
harmless intrinsic (nature of advertising, and those strosgly critical
of what they see in some cases as the dangeroui application of tech-
nological and behavioral technique in encouraging consumers toseek
.status, sexual prowess, o alleviation from fears or udisoiness
through commercial produc s or services.

. .

Two theoretical sources which deal exclusively with the issue of
'persuasion are Issues in Advertising: The Economics of PersUasion,
edited by David;t4 Tuerck of. the American Enterprise Institute30 and
Persuasion: Theory and Practice of Manipulative Communication by George
Gordon.31 The former includes a representative essay tly Ralph K. Winter,jr.
entitled "Advertising and Legal Theory" which claims 'that any persuasion
in adV6rtising is a very limited tool, and is nd different from Other
forms of persuasion encountered everyday:

The point is that virtually every aspect of our lives is
affected by, attempts at persuasion by others and that the
the techniques of advertising are common to every form, of
persuasion. Either le believe that our citizens are capable
of independent and balanced judgment or we do not. If,
in fact, consumers are endlessly manipulated by advertising,
then the same consuMers are no better able to avoid mallipu-
latioh in their political judgments.32 , Fr/

In allowing such an argument,.one is granting that the function of
advertising is to serve, the seller's interest and not the consumers',
and that marketing is an attempt to lead consumers to make decisions
contrary to their own or society's best interest. s

IF
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According toaobert'Pltofskv in the'sa!e collection of essays,

d it is not true that consumer are able to exercise independent judg-
ment given the nebulous nature. of price assertions:, -

HQW 'can a consumer determine-that a claim that a product
has "twice as much vitamin C" as a competing brand (or
almost any other nutritional claim) is untrue; how can,a
consumer' reliably conclude that a'13articulardisinfectant
"helps prevent colds.and flu" is deceptive:* "Wen price
c;iime can be difficult to evaluate -- when the claim is
"1110V-ptircent Off manufacturer's list" or Pioilest price In

town." The more complicated-the.gechnology of the product--
automobiles, television sets, over-the-counter drugs,
eta. --",the more unlikely that consumers wi,4.1 be in a
pbsition to measure the validity ofpioductelaims relating-
to that technology'. . . . Consumer bohaior studies show '

that consumers frequently believe and are influenced-in );

thdir purchases by the content of false advertising claims'. ilk.

For example, the Federal Trade Commission recently found,
that Waraer-Lambere's false Claim that Listerine was
effective in preventing colds-and ameliorating cold-symp-
tons was believed by ax average of 53.8 percent of users
and non-users exposed tO the claim during the period
1963-1971.33

c. Symbolic needs

In his philosophical article on "The Morality 17) of, Advertising,"

Theodore Levitt argues at length the position that persuasiontis central
to advertising and that advertising should aim not tat providinTcom-
mercial information but rather, the subjective qualities of consolation

and pleasure. To Levitt,

Embellishment arid ,t4stortiou are:among advertising!s legiti-
mate and socially desirable purposes; and that illegitimacy
ilodvertising consists only in falsification with larcenous
intent . [C]ommerce, it can be said without apology,
,takes essentially the same libertids with reality and.
Aiterality as the artist, except that comMerce calls its
creations advertising . . . or packaging. As with-art,

the purpose is to influence the _audience by creating illusions,

symbols, and implications that proMise, more than pure funs -.`

. tidnality.34

According to this argument, man should not be concerned with rational
decision making or economic hardship causieby market dy;functions in

' industrial development. Well-being is not to be sought through applied.
reform and sociality, but rather through tie consumptionof products"
and services,.the advertising of which'promises "greater-Whiteness,',

beauty, youthfulness, sexua): prowess, togetherness, etc." In this view,

rationality in the service of economic efficiency and welfare is com-
pletely subordinated to non-rationality in the service of. man's inner

43
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needs. As Galbaith realized in the SOIS, "advertising believability"
'kegarding:many of its claims 0.s not important and. that

.

fil'ilurs to win belief does n9i impair tht..eflectivenedb of
the management- 4°4 demand for consumerliroducts.' Management

inirolves.the creationbf a compelling image of ihe product
in the mind of the consumer '.=. , . ,for building this image,

-..,palpable'fantOy may be more valuable.than circumstantial
'evidence.35

. '

Levi41 a Central- thesis that .advertisers' and arttatit'wOrk :.841.1.1404
*1:04,13010 1pable 8044 and .payvhoio441 discos a that
-'64-1011'fild 404 in t60. viakei. decade- 44140

rtigareth. 414PangiontAbas
sOgit4t. '4fe in .advandaT:indtatria.1.

(01.00104341-NoTtk:401zUa) .SuC4:.0014#0444Oi*;':
sUch4peadiatine writers as WilsowSrian't044erry.
.WilliAM.Xxwin,Thompson.0 'These wzi#eiti in'vericoous.0aYiSSee. advertising --
by dzseing:upon vast stores of behaVioral resiarokendlertistio.talent,.
and having secured the legitimacy.ani beliegOV4ilitZin..tegMents
population --,ae.fil;ing the symbolic. void Of traditional:ert'andre4-4.
gion,,whiXe serving industria/.and corporate endiMhileisomeTOg'their
ideas will be presented in the third ,part of thie-PaperuKei's Subl
Seduction needs to be briefly discussed as a rejOinder.teLevitt!ej
on advertising content.

'

'Like Levitt, Key holds that much advertising,, especially magazine t

and television, is not intended to present useful commdkoial information,
Rather he sees advektising content as highly technical persuasion presented
through a pleasing or _media.media. Wherltat Livitt sees persuasion
and entertainment as mild siiatortion and embeilishmenis serving positive
psychological and social .functions accepted or forgiven by consumers, Key
presents cases of such, persuasion and entertainment used to mask more
subtle behavioral engineering and exploitation on a non-rational level.
Whereas Key's findings are directed against only a small segment of
advertising ---,that is non informative national, high-technglogy color-print
and video advertising -- these formsrepresent the pinnacle of the advii-
tising craft, a pinnacle involving great expenditures of economic resources
and human talents.

4

'Very briefly, it is Key's findings that high technology and artistic
technique are being used to inundate consumers with certain stimuli whfch
play upon man's basic fears and uncertainties, and that even soft drink
and cigarette advertiseme* have-been so composed and treatedwith "psych6-
graphics" to foster in the'inina of the adolescent or adult viewer the
desire for basic sexual, gratifications, a desire which is often sul9.imated
through such oral activities as drinking or smoking._37 According to Key,
the crplex fears and emotions stimulated by this technical manipulation
seek satisfaction Or consolation in consumption of products (whether the
object is pictured in the advertisement) rather than in other social
practices oi'customs, and thus A materialistic ethic is propagated.38

22



Behavioralmanipulation ,through the subconscious appears eo bizarre
and conspiratorial that ote is tempted tOdismiss'the very notion as
wild or not validy substantiated.' Though admitte4ly Key's thesis focuses
primarily On high technology-magazine advertising, this advertising
content i4 being disseminatedthroughOut North Ameiica and the world.,
The issue has attracted the concern of members of,ethe advertising profee='
sion concerned with professional ethicP,39 and deserves the consideration
of consumer educetozs, academicians, and humanists and theologians as well.

d. Non-infOtWational functions

repeatedly,A.sive- have shown the provision of useful imfotmation
for rational decision makizig essentiAl if .the market,ebonomyib to
serve consumer interests -- is only One function of advertising and that
trembndoub resources are spent on adveirtising;tunctions)which serve
non-informative functions. In hisatticle-,--"Information and Goodwill'
Advertising," Kenneth D. BoyerdP attempts to-draw an analytic and testable
distinction between advertising which contains commercial information and
advertising which has as itis purpose the encouragement of brand loyalty.
Such "goodwill advertiSing",iP often almost completely non-informative
.announcing little except that the product or service exists, groundless
claims'of "superiority" and, rarely, comparative informatiOn on'price, .

As Gordon and Lee point 014,41 national television and magazine advertising
rarely features price informatiOn, whereas it is often found in local
newspapers, local radio, and direct mail ca4aigns._ There would appear
to be a large schism in the vast resources spent on advertising between
local and direct mail advertising which provide significant amount of
valuable information, and, expensive high-technology national advertising.
which contains little commercial informative value. These'resources
could serve a "goodwill" function Of encouraging consumer loyalty, as
Boyer suggests, but could just as well support more subtle psychological
and persuasive ends. Or they could serve induitrial ends, the argument
being that huge advertising expenditures are used to lift products out
of price competition, as discussed in Chapter II. FurtherMore, according
to Gordon and Lee,

[Aninteresting suggestion to explain the high advertising
expenditures of some large corporations that the management
of those corporations advertise to fulfil" their need for
security. Top executives want assurance that their company
will continue to grow. Multi-,million dollar advertising budgets
reflect this security need rather than the calculated estimate.
of greater profit. An advertising man expressed the unortho-
dox view that if the United States Steel Corporation were to
discontinueA.ts advertising it is unlikely that even one less
ton of steel would be-sold.42

BecaUse of such benefits as tax deductions for advertising purposes, it
is not unlikely that large Corporations advertise not to transmit commer-
cial information to facilitate -ice-reased sales4 but either to build
"gOodwill",thtough non-essential product/service differentiation or to -

foster:the ppychological security that a company-or firm is so superior



that,its market *share claimed through monopoly-2wer is beyond
competitive challenge. ,

4

)
This section has pointed out many of the conflictingattitUdes

about the tole, of advertising, 'focusing on it as a form of Persue=
.sion, entertainment, obfuscatromand/or misinformation. The neAt
section diicussas alternative sour6es 9f information for the consumer:

E. Alternatift Sources of Information

Because of the failure of marketing in many. cases to proyi&
adequate istEozziatl.94, to Allow the consumer make ratio* 4414,4k4s,
.th* .consumer is oftey forced to seek information tram A*.
*DOFF**, such ass

o ProdiCtra,ing PeripdicaW

Libraries

o Public conlumer. agencies

0.Television and newspapers.
1.

PeriodiCals.and.Other Literature

The following brief summary tis based on A. Glade to COnsumarAction
published by the offiT of Education/REW.43 In:the first category is
Consumer Reports which goes to 1.75 million subscribersilmd.which.incledes.
impartial 'analyses and product',information,9oferingouch products as,
appliances, cars, tires, vitamins and frozdArfood. Ratings are, given

in order of estimated overall quality'(without regard to price),:advan-
tageeand disadvantageS of various brands are explained, and price.infor-
mation is provided. The periodical is published bythe nonprofit Contumete'
Union, established in 1936. The other major Produot7rating periodical is
Coniumerst Research published by consumers' Relearch Inc., :which similarly.

conducts tests and publishes product information and'ratings. Unlike the

the latter is not a. membership organization..

In commeting on consumer- product testing otganizatidne as sources.
of commercial information, E. Scott Maynes44 finds that while this source
is valuable fok information concerning nationally marked products,
especially concerning existence, brands;:and:quilitye it has no Ability
to analyze locally marketed products and is only good for priceinforMA-
iion insofar as it gives estimates of tange,of price. variability. He

\finds these organizations are very successful in providing complete,
reproducible, comparative information given their relatively small budgets
and their necessarily liMited scope:- Mayne further pointS out that the
resources for these Organizations totaled _pproxiMately.$13 millon An

1975.6i :00021i.of aggregate. consumption expinditUres while the:financial
resources devoted to all forms of advertisifig, publiC relations,' and
personal selling totaled. $67 billion or 10:9% of aggregate consumption

expenditure.,

4
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Since_ resources spent in marketing do not provide the direct'
commercial information required for enlightbned consumer choice andfor
the justification of the freely 'competitive markbt,-Maynes advocates

the transfer of information/persuasion resourcesfrom business to con-
sumer controlled organizatiods to be used for product.testing.and

dipect commercial information dissemination: According to MayneS,

k 1
.

. ..
The [business] "'right" ,

to leVy a 11. % sales !:tax7o

finance its ingOrmation/p'erSuasion function arose as

a torical-accident, and was not .divinely,ordained

. .' A "truth tax" of 1% on busifiesa expeiiditurifs,

selling-persuasion (one-half of silios-paykoll plus
adyertising outlays) would yield $70 million, a,good ''

starter for this countervailing actiVity.4 ,

. JP

Ac Ording to a spokeswoman for. the American Library Asdociation,4

librarie are attempting to be of increasing-service to consumers.

Besides ubscribing to the periodicals listed-above, mazy are attempting

to maint their.oWntfiles and reference,collections,'in order to

refer:pa ns o specific,information regarding consumer issues, specific

busthesses, d consumer action agencies., The'spokeswoman notes the

following two reference materials as:being of special use to librarians:

- Consumers' Index to Product Evaluations and Information Sources in which

articles from more than 100 'periodicals are indexed undertsuch headings-

as consumerism, money and the law, health and personalcare, and,the
home; and, Information for Everyday. Survival: What;YOu Need and Where

to Get It, which is said to bet geared "not to therauper-teophisticatei

but'to everyday people."

2. Public Consumer Agencies

if
Many,Stat and local consumer offices are set up'not only to handle

complaints, bu lso to.service.requests for information regarding
Various busines es and services. While often a State Office'of Consumer

Affairs will not recommend a specific company, they,wili tell a phone .

caller whether the office has'rece4ved complaints about a certain busi-

ness and how the complaint was resolved. VarioUs offices (there are

362 consumer offices-in the U.S., accor9Xng to the. Office of Education

Guide) proVide varibds services,' and educators and the public will find

it in their interest to c4Ock what services are available at their State

and local levels. .',At the federal level, the General Services Administra-

tion publishes a Consumer Information Catalogue providing a listing,of

government spurces from which many kinds of consumer services can be

obtained. .Bitofsky sees the following as gbali toward which public con-
sumer agencies and Consumer activists'should strive:47

o Stronger truth-in-packaging laws,

o Stronger federal and state "standards" in cases where,
the standard complements information and does not

replace it,



z

° Laws.requiring,full disolosure of interest rates on
a standard biiscirc'Vtiri--K,,,,k',

- ?: ;

EnfOrced.pdsiiive disdlosure.in certain instances
- -Such-a& vitamins,

increased access to information .ErOm manufacturers;
retailers;,, repairmen, service-firms and the federal
government, 4

education in hifh schools, '

Clarer
°-Specti prograukto increase the sa
,citisina, poverty-level, faspiesia'and 9
couple& to, seek out andlise conme;ci ormati:On
meededqor wise consumption:

3. Television' and. Newspapers

Find1:10addiiionai consulter info ion is available through thS
consumer interest programming offereaby-'the Public Broadcastingporpora-
tion And National Public Radio;'; and the consiuMer-issue columns in many
newspapers.' However, in,some cases attebpts by educators and journalists
to raise. consumer issues have led to editorial restraint on their opinions
to avoidpifending advertisers. Even in the case Of public broadcasting
there is a dariger of reduction in corporate underwriting of 'Public-issue
Programs., as was `reported to be the case-in A97S;16-1WEEH-thi-OrovocatiVe
consumer reporting of 'San Pmeleissco's publid television station KOiD.

O

,

x
In addition'to consumer interest programming, television, radio

and' newspapers can playa large.informational role in carrying the follow-.
ing forms of alternative information:

:° COrrectie'aidcrer4sing.

° Counter- corporate advocacy advertising

Nod7ideological.pablic.servicemessages commenting on
.-consumer issues

.1=

° "Action lines" providing Consumer redress and indirect
consumer information.

Corrective advertising is of major impirtammin providing'consumers
, with the findings of governmental agencies (especially Federal Trade

Commisiion and Federal Commerce Commission investigatingcaseS of
commercial misinformation or fraud.. This rm of 'regulation has recently,,
for'example, forced Warner-Lambett to dis that Listerinemouthwash
redudes the incidence of colds and ail, ST to disclaim that its oil
treatment. increasesmileage,.and:CBS to co rect its prOmotion that a.
recent tennis match was being played under "winner take all" arrangements.
As indicated by a National Opinion. Research Survey Condudted for'Sentry.
Insurance - Company, the Americen public'stionglya0provs of these correc-

.1.



tive ptaicies with'95% of the public agreeing that false or misleading
should be corrected in future advertising. Consumers further

believeeby a 78%.to II% margin, that if a company's advertising is
_proven to be, false or misleading; it should be barred from advertising
fob od :of time. This level is, somewhat sal-pilling given that

:43!...consumer'activi-sts- and 40% of-government- consumer affairs
ficials agree with- this position.48

. _

The issue of counter-corporate advertising will be treated in'
Gbaptee .and we do not -feelpublic service 'advertising and consumer
"action lines" require elaboration..

To summarize, this chapter has focused on consumer informational
needs and the elements of present day advertising which supplant valuable
iiiforziation and which led the and society into patterns of
resource allachtian. -- including those tween. expenditure' and savings,
work and.leisuie, and market and norr,,- ket sources of satisfaction ---
'that may be contrary to their best int est. We have atteMptecl- to indi-

cate how non-informational elemerits of vertising persuagion, -enter
tainment, obfuscation and deception -- impair the theoretical conditiOns
necessary for "consumer sovereignty" and thus, how' advertiiing, to some
degree at least, undermines the theoretical juittification of the market
system.

These illust ations demonstrate how advertising- and o
tional activities of business far exceed their role of prov
with useful co rcial information that is 'economically ju

4/.
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efficiaaily,

4.,kur
. .

Both questions are aielYied.,:inai4
j-k.-

-.-170*4VeL costs and:benefits th-`consiimera4Md:
_ .

--One of the most important benefit's- attribute0.:to..adVertie
.that it decreases averall-cOeter-0flYgoalic#6n#49PY-
claiM, however, we will assess the icing itsel
direct and

Direct Costs

EstiMates of total:expend/tures on adveriising have been doCu-:
mented inChapter I. A large butundetermined part of these adveibis-

,

ing expenditures appears to be wasteful. The exact amount of wAste
is hard to determine and easily underestimated, because even where'
advertising is primarily informational in content, it may he using

t unnecessary for purely informational purPcses. In aaditiou,
s ° advertising media, there is considerable repetition of

messages. This is partiCOlaiiy, true in televipion,where a few
advertisers account for the bulk of advertising expenditures.

In television, the atop 25 network advertisers currently provide ,

half of the advertising revenues of the top three networks, with three
large soap companies alone accounting for 14 percent of the total
revenues. This cancentration.demonstrates that the iv-watching public
is likely to receive a great deal of "information" about a few, products
adOrrelatively'small amounts about others.1



Vraufteful use ofxeeources in advertising inevitably affects the
producer price increases. A good exaidple oL how

ifastifpl adVertisingeNpenditures redistribute resources away from_
r. cameemers was provided by the British Monopolies Commission. After
a thred-year study of househOld detergents, it 4oncluded that Proctor

au.apd. unaetvei:= which controlle&90 13§Wrent,oft.- #1, a41.4tish
Agirbiltimil4hom detergents were almost chemi6allY_Identical -- were
*sting moneY on advertising at the expense-of consumers. Close to
2 percent°44 their retail price consisted of advertising and'selling
expenses. 'The C.ossaission recommended a 40percent reduction in

-

osaipenWises and a 20 percent reduction in wholesale prices.2

Indirect Costs

Adeertieers are-cohcerned primarily-with expanding the market for

their own products. If they are not successful in shifting expenditures
between'brands or products, or at least in expanding aggregate consump
Lion so that the demand for their products is Increased proportionately,
it can be concluded that ddvertisingis simply redundant and, hence, a
total:waste.

This conclusion is possible but unlikely. It ireauPOOsee irrati
:reality on the part of the pr4ducer. The argument that adveftiiing is

simply a defensive response to other advertising and does not affect

'market sharp= is not Sea-it-With here. But it 's reasonable to suppose

that it only a possible partial expl ion of function of adveftising.

If ass , for present purpbses, thit advertisers Fe successful
in transferring resources (expenditures)" -- the evidence is sketchy but
fairly positive -- the following redistribution of resources is probable,
based on observed biases in advertising.

A shift of consumer spending between brands will lead to an
intra-industry or inter-brand reallocation of resources whilepa shift
of consumer spending between types Of products will, lead to inter-industry
reallocation of resources. ,Both of these poslpilities will be analyzed

subsequently.

If a relationship is thereby demonstrated between inter-industry
resource allocation and advertising then it is also feasible that a
relationship exists between advertising and aggregate consumption pat-
terns; advertising is directed primarily towards increasing the consump-
tion of various goods and services emphasizing spending rather than
saving. Likewise, advertisements only give information on market as
opposed to non- market goods and services. If advertising affects indi-
'vidtial tastes and individual priorities, therefore, it will have rami-

ations on many aspects'of social and economic life.

.Judgments about possible effects .of advertising have' to be made

efully. Consumer welfare may be increased on the one hand by-the
advertising of new products but may be Zecreased.by the relative lack

0



4erattAgAL
the costs of Oper

The industry is one whOse.costa-of pro41401491Vper.
.

unit decline as production **-;::

Therefore, advertising_ can
turn, prices, if the product's: mar
.scale exist. in the production and ma44.jecx.iroceee.:

. , , , , ,

'Neil Borden analyzed the dec
U.= costs and maiketing,4 i.e., whether- low-cost
ated With marketing efforts. Although there was
dance, it was impossible to show a clear causal
two .factors In addition, his methods of analy
systemati4 to give reliable estimates of the 'relationship. ;

.

The other justification for advertising costs the informs ion
role, of advertising, has been discussed preViously.

B. Intra;-Industry Allocation of Resources

1.- Theoretical Debate

I, There are two aspects of the question Of the influence of advertis-
. .ingir on the redistribution of resources between firms in aniindustry:

whether corisumers change their, patterns fpf consumption between brands,
if so, how this may influence the concentration of fiats in' an industry.



itical roduct at a. ce

TO the -.extent that product differentiation cant

interests, advertising contributes to less.

=- of the major ..deba6., overAdvertiainci,,,
---1,---..--

f--'40:11..1.tiy--to create market-polio:Z.- for a few .. ...,k,..,-4.A? ..... ..'

7 which enables them to charge e*cessive prices. ciiniancii and *Jason
- their empirical work on advertising and market structure suggest two

reasone, why this should occur:f' , , : '

° Early entrants to the market can, bY-910 of -PrOduat
differentiation and advertising, create "customer --

following" which can only be gained by later entrants

at greater coat, e.g., the success of :RPtligidliiie,"

"Eleendx° and "Thermosmi

° There are economies of scale in advertiiiing and in

differentiating products so.that.only large firms
can achieve the lowest cost- ievels.

The above characteristics make it diffibult for new firms to con-,

pete; They create non-competitive environments for old firms to operate ,

in and may, as a consequence, lead to oligopolistic marketostructures.

An oligopolistic industry is one in which output is concentrated among

a few firms, which recognize that their output decisions have eis percep-

tible influence on price. Cheractei,istically, firms under 'oligopoly

tend to keep much less effective control of their costs than do firms in

competitive industries. Also, recent evidence shows that, in many

instances, corporations with a disproportionate share Of market power

invest less in technological research to improve product quality than...do__

firms in competitive sectors. Moreover, it has been shown that oligo-
polistic corporations tend to innovate in directions whidivire disadvan-

tageous to the consumer. These innovations' involve reduced( product dura-
bility, fewer low-cost manufacturing techniques, and, ne* production methods

which could further raise barriers to entry into the indastry.7 All of

these factors affecting the quality and the final price of the commodity

represent welfare losses to the consumer.
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ecent empirical reseiOch, Yale
te that advertising counteracts product differentiation

industries more competitive.
-

Comaio'r and wil , who provide one of-the most extensive studiesr.,
of-- advertising; analyz the relationship betleati' ta'Aria. advertising
for 41 consumer goods Industries. They find each._ ,...,the profitability of a firm is POStitiralv.-:.003#41464.

expenditures which, therefore, contribute tO;hi pro
-. conclude that -intense advertising in :scow indUJtr1
barriers to entry into those industries.

Joe Bain' a study of 20 `American industries yielded similar results
He found that there were substantial economies of scale accruing to
promotion and product differentiation and that such economies were "of
at least the- same general order of importance. . . . as economies of
large-scale production and distribution in giving establ,ished market
leaders a price or cost advantage ter rivals.N11

Scanlon concentrated his, study of advertising on the breakfast
cereal., industry, and his results support both Bain's and Comanor and
Wilson's. At the time of his study, thee finis dominated the cereal
market, accounting for. approscimately 85 percent of total sales. Profits

_CI were found to be at extremely high levels with Kellogg, the industry
leader, showing an average after tax return on stockholders' equity of
greater than 20 percent -- more than double the competitive norm.
There appeared to be no technical reasons for the high concentration
and resulting 'high profits; consequently, Scanlon cites barriers to

7-entry as the cause of the industries' oligopolistic characteristics.,12
r

. 6
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The Michael Porter13 and Kenneth Boyer14 studies analyzed and
testmdthe_correlation between advertising intensity, profits, and
concentration somewhat differently. They distinguishedbetween adver-
tininglby manufacturers and by retail and servicellOrades and dealt

tai thsstimParateiy. Both-Studies found a strong positive cOrrelw.
1..advertiaing -aid -profit xates- fog manufacturing.iminstries:

But., in the retail and service trades, therelim a non-significant
relationship, according to ParteriS study, and i`moderate negative

r4stionshiP, according t6 Boyelr. Boterthese studies provide-sole
evidence of the existence of a correlation but they'demonstrate the
Vreatercomplaity of the issue.

.

. In his study, Brozen attempts to refute the argument that ader-
tisimg promotes high concentration and moqOpoly profits. Be contends
that advertising does not encourage nor facilitate physical product.
differentiation but attempts to counteract it thafebY making industries
ogre competitive. He makes the following observations based on several
single industry studies to support his claims:

o New products are advertised more intensely than
old ones. 1 er

,r
.CustdMers'in markets with heavy advertising expendi-
tures are less loyal td any one braidthan are

(

cuftomers in markets where_ advertising is legs
intense.. - %

,

:' 1

.° Highly advertised brands are more uniform add of
higher average quality than less advertised brands.

° Firmdifhich have the most sales advertise less.
(This, according to Brozen, demonstrates an effort /

by smaller firms to dislodge the more successful ones
in the market.) 15

He conclules that none of these findings supports the
tising is a barrier to entry for new firms.

-I.
view.that adfrer-

-There is substantial evidence to support Broken's firtt and last

findings bu less evidence supporting his others. In addition his con-

clusions do no neaessafily follow from his findings. In particular,

it is not only new firma which continually introduce new brand but old
oligopolistic firms which dobinate the industry)that do so. eed,

brand proliferation is a,strategy for preventing entry, prote ting the
market power and prof4ts of the existing firms.

Ferguson provides a slightly different theoretical an empirical

;discussion of the issue. He questions the conclusions reac ed-by Bain
and Taber, Comanor and Wilson, and others, on the basis of /their initial

assumptions. . .
,
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there ifrrjbe some idatbmoship between advertising
consumption of goods and services.

and

t that advertising can influence the allocationimf

about essential ai47.--1101t*ssential"-90dds.
.buildapd Tuts .rationale for belie-10g the inessential to be. es41e4143:1-

llericettgiace,.- the greatest porticio of CC81130Rer :111:60614
living ;eclair/gents for which- there are feler-

Bet. in the United Statile; e:).0joki
have :incomes, are high enough to enable -Uri to -beers :-

444"1111tH 911"---;b2 csiscretiPnarr spending." In,I 44154; mach of

only in..thiacanUry. It is highly._114.0.ely

,flArt cOnSumerjpreterences have achieved any kind of
fact,- there are many indications that the divining. line ,between
tiOnasiti and 110n-discretionary spending has shifted. Commo#4480.-_sudh

ag automobiles, once considered luxuries,' are now regarded_ as neceeSi-

ties. .Idoole changes haie played a major role in #.ac.litating consuler
spending on this item but cannot alone explain\ change in consumer

valtes-7-thlt: hae:,iCcurred.

-'.Furthermore,: once .a good is regarded as due sity, other alter-
native sources of consumer satisfaction are likely to be foregone,_
including categories of goods requiring what is normally regarded as

non-discretionary spending._

A smokeeldemand for cigarettes is no more elatitic than
his demand for food; are cigarettes then a necessity?
There are,no.biological standards to establish the.neces-
sary minimum of clothing, housing, heating, lighting,

kitchen and bathroom facilities.18

Advertising has been mobilized apparently successfully to change
preferences to the extent of altering the perceived functions of goods.
There has been very little theoretical discussion or eapirical research,
on this specific issue, but Comanor and Wilson .expended their analysis

of advertising to consider its impact on industry or commodity demand;
They find that an increase in advertising has a greater effect on allocat-.
ing resources between industries than prices (which they considered the

other possible explanatory fa&tor) and they conclude that: '

The argument that advertising serves merely to allocate
sOWnding between brands within brand groups of products
is called into question by these results. If anything,
advertising comes through as a more important determinant ,

of the inter-industry allocation of sales than are relative"

prices.19

comanor and Wilson's analyses are'fraught with conceptual4and practical
difficulties and their results cannot,be accepted without caution. Never-



Consumption:Veirsns

lisle-
if aft-was-lig; -141.4^` uences. (increases- tlie'levidNiitownipet'io4
ditSca'toadkie.741;:itaffeCts timieicku0060,044014ir,

*nYB-11eXerts Pr'sisure 0nRenPle..t9 increass-thehmieFoltAlliiie
income they spend rather than save and it inorliamet_thi*i_41siiiM(*414mr,
incomme;:4eto work tather,than toieekandilnior:leispref::-1*.tbiOrS00:
section-.WeCdifil only with the firstof these=`. in ths.new section
take up.the Second.

.If advertising ..doesi increase:Prenure.:on
larger :pOrtiOnS 'of their ,-income than .theyHother se=

.encourage borrOwing 'by cOIIStiMet/3 and to 'kedOOe(.#tii4O4
.able in the economy for investment.. At the same time.it is=
to growth Snd'to.the. faster.consumption otheitural.reSdurCee including4

-.the environment.

MUCh attention has been:Paid to this asPectftUadvertiaing. 20
o

SusinessmSn and.economists'hays-few doubts that S'dveirtieing
increases consumption fOr the ecOnomY.as4 whole.- :In.faCt,-
the opinion of'ourprOfeSsion.is almost -'unanimous -.:..:.
K. S. RothsOhild-is.Categoric in his assSri4OSAhink4t
is hopeless 'to try a,ciSantitiii;$ estimate Otthii:effects Toe
total advettiting on total consumptiOnAll WS;din say is
thatthe:habit of advertising must be 'responsible for:.a.con-
diderableincrease in the propensity to consOmi.121

There is.no effective counter balance to an increase in-advertising:
Any kind of advertising that supports savings and investing would be
helpful but the'quantity of advertising for savings institutions is tiny
relatiVe to all of sr adirertising.

36
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_Vie dries of csil.i-athele""shir
-diTt:eimtning- the of Coninmption. 24odigLiani patticeiar;in

cycle hypothesis Constampt:Unx hamming, asserts that j4k,
cat umption_activity is distributed- through fide 3e

in tine his TcQnsumotioa and savinQS_ +- tom+-:+
-121L1't Vr the= life cycle he is -122.4 .

1 h a dV= ..
according tefitiedmanhe..pegmaneni ingdme hypothesis, I sPendi1 I ,

only to pexaanent shifts. in ,-income - which' Minimize 11;4,

.affects:. of iShokt run*:inflnences such ae''advertising

ibeCties are based upon the asmtatoticef that -*is*
:are and independent of- each .other. 11 this WigUmpt$44

fisetratider bf these .theories can include.= the voicsible:
advertising: response to Miodiglian4 if!'051*,e#4842g-
inditadnal-to:.Spend more when- be :is young,=..thenigggegatik *lane*
be' effected.. gespOnding to -Friedman,. if the
mplOnlights in respOnse.. to advertising promdtion;' the ratip4:between con7
sdOption -and saving may remain the same, _bit-total commaimptiOn Will have
increased. ' Advertising can be effective; 'if4refo 4,4 its' effects may
not :be 'Measurable in terms of the- 24odigliani. and.' riedman propositibns
:because the latter assumes fixed tastes,24

.

. Julian Shiba attempts td dra44.p4ether some of the empirical evi-
dence on this issue. Be cites two types of study: One.which attemptA
to compare demand with and without promotional input, and for thisAid.L:::
uses a newspaper strike; and; secOndly, a time-series study by Yancet. .

which looks at the effect of advettising op demand over time. ,THi7lattii-
fhund that:

The applicatidn of selling effort,and product - quality as
repreSented by.advertising4ppears to have raised the
level of consumption.25

Eviddhce frOm the newspaper strike demonstrated a decline in consumption
during the strike and a resumption of former consumption patterns after
it had terminated.. There are conceptual astrempirical problems
associated with both these kinds of studies,but,as Simon points out, all
the major difficulties tend to-obscure the effect of advertising and,
therefore, if anything, the results underestimate -its effedt.

Taylor and weiserbg also conducted an- empirical, test of the effect.
of advertising on aggregate consumption, and their results.correspond
to the rest of the evidence. They euggest a strong positive impact of
adVertising upon consumption. With consumption as the dependent variable,
they found that "a one dollar per capita increase in advertising expendit-'
tures is estimated to lead to an increase in per capita consumptionpof
about $4.5$ in the short run, and $7.85 in the long run." The short run
effect of a dollar increase in advertising on savings was found to reduce
sav1ngs by about $4.10.26
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sooletrbeware*-
.increasingly created by the Process
satisfied. This may opera:, .paelikwei
consumption, the counterpart of
act by suggestion or emulation to 'OrtimA
ducers may proceed actively to4Rreite Wan
vertising or 'salesmanship, Want then Wise
on output.

Partly because advertising apparently all
vides unbalanod information, indicators of
no loiger indicators of welfare levelsr As

4 In technical terms it can ,no longer be assumed that weifire
is greater at ark all round higtok level of production then

'at a lower one ... . ..The hi4her level of production has
merely, a higher level of want creation necessitating a
higher level of wantsatisfaction.27

Scitovsky in,his book, The Joyleie EconomY, provides us with,

general explanations of these phenomena. He pointi primarily to industry
needs of "mass consumption" to facilitate "mass'production" and to the
individual's need for comfort 'and stimulation in the satisfaction of. his

,wants. Goods are created and marketed which cih.both bemass produced
and can appeal to indidual needs. Automobiles are a'prime example of

mass produced goods with:mass produced "appeal." The appeal comes in

the form offityle,chahges each year. While SOMO isirchasord wapt the model

changes °there do not. The cost of model changes, calculated to be 1/4
of the cost,of cars'in the period from 1949 to'1962 is borne both by those

Who want them and those who do not -= one okthe drawbacki,of economies of
scale. The combination of novelty with utilift *Poems a coat; all
package deals-are suspect and virtually all consumer gooperare of this'

nature.28 4



p.4

COnauliption haea been ' sold' to people by bieaking down barkiers

of-indimidnal habits. The notion of the individual as the object. of
continual haish social scrutiny underscores the argument of much of
the'ad'texts bf the dece4e. Appeals to social- insecurity and fear are
made with thei-provisikAdiWit is possible to ameliorate these fears

the marketplace. The social pressure'involved is primarily
ti:44ih:natittelind plays upon the-status needs of101,40-lii)WW6

instead of striv3ng for excellence, which could itself provide status
'..Batisfaction, strive for states in a-general token such .as income.

This increases one person's status at the expense of another and pre-
-gents no limit-for.peoplei damandfor status. Mbney income, has .a

drambadk as a-measure,:because knbklidge seldom in thezublit___

OniAin. .To enjoy a hi4bincaii and eiieee,'IisisnecessarY to-14E

others know by consuming conspicuously7.

What Thorstein Veblen had.theorized as the conspicuous
consumption habit's of the leisure class were now propa-
gated as a democratic"ideal within mass advertising. In

order to sell the commodity culture, it was necessary to
present people with a vision of- that culture-from Which the

class basis of dissatisfaction tiad beet' removed.29

Leisure.2. Misallocation of Resources Between Work and Leisure.

There are a.number of forces, advertisin rodict diffe4n.tiatibn,
.

an0 other marketing Vdchniques,that work tOgether.to increase total

consumption. The evidence is not entirely clear; hut the' preponderance
of eVidence indicates that those efforts dO work and that consequently
the society consumes bore than' it would in the absence of these fordes.

As previouily mentioned, one consequence of the stimulus of aggre7
gate consumption is to affect t1e trade-off between work and leisure.

.

a. The value of leisure

There is a tendency to underestimate or even to ignorer the importance

of leisure in the economy. ,Perhaps because of-the great concern with

emP Ybeni and production, the idea that the ultimate purpose of economic
eaver'vity in a free society is to increase'some combination of consumption

nd leisure for the people of the society ie. often overlooked.

Yet, leisure time is the time for self-fUlfillment, intellectual,

cultural, spiritual development, and'fun. Incursion into ieisvre time

'is therefore accomplished at real cost to consumers.

There are no precise calculations of the value of leisUre in the

economy -- some writers ve attempted gene alestimates but they gre
substantially different from Ole another. The value of leisure is esti-r-

mated by Scitovsky to be a multiple of national income, usually 2.or 3 .

times more, excluding from the caldulations the possible value of the

satisf4ctions/dissatisfactions obtained from wok, These estimates have

been made by multiplying the total hours of leisure by the value of one

pour ofwork forgone for its sake. .
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the ..extent-that..-advertieing has
it has 4i1 the`:degiend for inc which ataaaltht%.,i_k_

-- = ..the,wilii*neas Of peOple to work. -(igiis--***Alet*ii*.--ie"":".
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The situation is more. complex. Marks has &LINO
"tion-oriented use of non-work time, -ranging froii;the -Iiii4e
to tourism.- Thus,us, it simultaneously increases the_d 'eleend.-for,-

.,

..hence work (to be able to afforct the accoutrement-ill of liktiski.a11.- use
of leisure) and it increases the demand for leisure-U*110,in which to use
the;adult,toys. in addition it changes the nature of Wadi* --:: '.

Whether these consequences are in some absolute.
, ..

.cs-
. .

sumer wellTbeing is a matter of Values. Linder provides a aA-or wistful
view of "what might have been." *kr.'

Pi'oge would gradually be freed from toil a1 starvation
in order to devote themselves. to cultivation of the _mind
and spirit in accordance with the ideals. of classical
antiquity. m,What we now mean by consumption would-ai
very little time. The economic target' would be met as .soon
as we had reached a material level, permitting uninterrupted
'philosophical exercises . . . . This picture has been
belied by events. As economic development has Continued,
attractive alternative ways of using time have emerged.
Meditation has been driven off the' market.3°

Xt is possible to go one step further, more or less following
Bartlett's analysis of the role of subsidized information (Chapter I).
To the extent that advertising has imposed producer values on consumers
it would. Only be coincidental if their choices of allcication between

- leisure and work (income) were responsive to consumers' own basic pref-
erences.'

P

P . ,

":"" P

"Plai=1.6611124 bStritilit'riAlf- *
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Consumption of Market Goods as-Opposed to Non-Market Goods

Within th category of consumption.we can.separite'the consumption

i
of market on-market goods. Similarly we can differentiate between
leisure spent c nsuming market goods and leisure spent consuming non--
market goods or services. Non-market goods and services are those.gOods
and services whichdo not go through the market but that are given add
received freely, their reciprocity and equitable or acceptable .distri
bution being.assured by custom, tradition, social pressure, family diSbi-'
pline or law:, - - -

.Private non- market goodsand services rabge:all the way
from:food produced,apd consumed on the spot by tam,
.1101d0 to that advice which parents and in-laWs usecVt0 gide
which bOW-gbet-through the market. 31 11

, ,

Time budgets demonstrate that the eMaiagaWal0c1rJOara;;";,d 4008011
i work, voluntary worls:and freehelp,-wheh computed by 4iihOha,waga.
ratefthatthe4erson.doingthe job,normallY;aca#64.9104140i44:,..
markat...i*or#40:actlyj.ty, addi4imost:01*rbalf:tO'.the family's money
income or about itwo.--thiYds to their\xPenditures on goods 4nd serviced:
TheestiMates calculated by biordhauS and Tobin for national.. totals are
even. higher, $295.4 biiliOh:in 1965 or about 65 per cent Of that year's

national income.P FUrthermore, Scitovsky believeS that the true. Value
of.non7markeigoods and services are even higher When:non-Market Otis-.
factiOns are taken into adcount.

Nevertheless, whereas some categories-of non-market goods are
especially

:private non-market goods and serviCeesu h as.foo&prodUced and consumed'
still important, most non - market gooda hredicreased ikuse,

on'the spot, advice given by families., homemade.. products, free entertaining.

Time budget -ton the way the average wage or salary earning man

uses his time shows at between 1934 and 1966 lie drastically reduced the
time he spent at meals, walking for pleasure,'at the movies, listening to'
the radio, playinglbards, watching sports events; reading,books 'and pur

poseful travelling. Of the time saved, half went into. watching television,
theAther half being divided between more time spent on shopping, visit
ing and doing housework. awe shifts represent easin proportions

of time spent on ket (shopping and to ..some extent le sion) 'oriented

incre sing proportions on "residual" activit es such as those

,activities that do not need ptior organizing and decreasing proportions

time,spent onnon-harket goods sand activities (with the exception of``,

writing friends and housework).3,3 ,

This trend towards consumpt n of market goods and services has

occurred in conjunction with other hanges in ourosociety notably
increased sp6cialization, increased mobility and a shift from an extended

to a nuaiir family. a
.f.

SpecializatiOn, in particular, has decreased the value .of non - market
goods vis-a-vis market goods which has obncurrently led to an increasing.'

,



44P0i4itice 411.aewrertising as.a'sodrce of knowledge. and Information
7relat#4;to-market:goodaand services. 'AdVertlaing is also likely.
telia4e'.Played'el.antitheticia role in this ,process, creating and then

..,reinforcing'the preferences of the public for .marketgoods and .services,;
increasing the* relative "desirability" ands"vAlue;"

4

While there is no quantative evidence on the effect-of:advertising:
in. tbisArea, the' available theory:Suggests that it is likely .:to intro-

. duce serious distortions into consumer actions and than those. attOns.._
are adverse to the consumer's ultimate self-interest:' Bartletti*
:shown that.' any decidibn 'maker is. likely toMake.choides contrary to 48/her
own i4terests.if;h4/she is faced with favbrable ln;orwa006:-.0,9011.11410'-"'
of:thi:cboice and'ho'information on the. other. Advertising 'offmarkat';
gOods-with t4e-excIusiion of eguiyalent'sUbsidiaat4Oni of iflfarnilat
favorable to loneutral and ObjeCtiVa.gliOutYlOilMarket.
exactly that.

**arc/ Allocations

.Public and Private Goods

4
, -

The reallocation of resources between consumption elma saving,
between market and-non-market goods and between wort and fretims hag
impliciiiCnS for the.allocation of resources between public-and private

Theqincreased tendency to consume:rather than save and to consume
:.market rather than non-market goods aggravates the competition betWaen
the public - the.private sector: for indlvidual andraggregate savings.

private ds Are valued more than public goods it-the margin,rblic
policy representatives will reallocate resources towards` the prod tionr-
of more private:goods. In' this'pote, taxing private, individual ipCOME1
and private corporate income for use Lathe public sector 'will be minimal.'
The revealed preference for the consumption°C1 market goods, deM8nitrated
in the previous*.Section, indicateh'growth towards private consumption
goods rather than towards public consumption goods such as parks and
recreational-facilities. Providing leisure facilities through thq
Private market, however, is often more expensive: Equipment cannot be,

shared,'.ind facilities are often underutilized. If the costs of these
facilities were shared, on the oiher hand, the cost t6.the individual would

tend to be much smaller, and more people wodld.be
J
able to benefit from

them.
a

The neglect of the pi6lic as.oppoded to the private.sector'has been
widely proclaimed, by Galbraith inlparticular:

n the years folloWing World Wir,II the papers of. any
ma'or.city -- those of New York were an excellent.. example
told daily of the hortages °and shortcomings' in the ele-
mentary municipal and metropolitan services. The_Schools

,were old and overcrowded. The parks and playgrounds were
fil.thy and the sanitation staff were underequipped and in
need of men.
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These prob cited by.Galbraith were not new ones, b4t old

ones which had neglected. Cities have long swept their streets,
educated people and kept order. Ftrthermore, the growth of public
poverty went Hand in hand with the growth of private wealth:

r
The Gro at nal Product was ris g. So were retailA,

wiled; So was personal icome. r productivity had

also vanced. The automobiles that could not be parked
were being produced at an expanding rate.34

`While,the private-sector redresses itslabalances reasonably well
by the price system, this does not work foethe alloCation between public
and private goods, Some public goods are more closely connected to the

sYstem than others, notably highways,.and are more closely affected

ay the and suPPly of market goods. For the most part, ever,
services are, neglected, the rich pay for-their needs, p lic

r.

dee are of notoriously poor quality.

Galbraith further arguls that decisions the consumer or the
munitrmakes concerning the.allocation between public and Private goods
do not necessarily reflect an optimum allocation in terms of economic
welfare because there is no real choide involved:

Subject to the imperfections and uncertainties people decide'
how much of their private-income and goods they will sir
render in order to have public services of which they are
in greater need Butzgiven the dependence effeCt
Oven that consumer wants are created-by the prOcess by.
which they are satisfied -- the consumer makes no such
choice. He is subject to the forces of advertising and
emulation by which production creates its own demand. Adver-

2. tising operates exclusively and emulation mainly, on behalf
lw of privately produced goods and services:35

Implications for the Future

Many busineis leaders are pessimistic about the economy's ability
to.generate sufficient savings to meet future capital'"needs." They
frequently perceive demands for environmental, health and safetypro-
tection as imposing inordinate demands on the economy for future capi-

tal. The availability of capital for expansiod of,the private. sector
is similarly imperiled by any, increases in the demand for public
capita/ or her expenditures.

Adv ising plays a dual role in any impending capital shortage
:(and .there is considerable *controversy over whether any genuine threat

of a capital shortageexiits). First, by stimulating consumption and
encouraging the substitution of; market for non-market goods, it contri-
/Kites to,the demand for private capital. Second, at the same time it
tends to reduCe savings, it tends to reduce the supply of capital. Third,

, by stimulating demand for private rather than public goods it increases
the demand fot capital in the private sector and reduces that for. capital
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in the pilblic sector. Thhe, in gelerai it contrib!,ttes to the likeli-

hood of any capital shortage and to a distribution of available capital

to .the private and away from the public sector.

It itillecessary tctOriderstand what kinds of choice's Canibe made

this area and that our bias toWards private consumption goods,
encouraged by advertising, and other armsof mass production, is .not

ineNita0.e. ypur choice is -hot a zero su4Chqice but it ;does involve ,

questions of priorities,' the understanding of which we have to grasp .

in. order to,make educated choices for the future:
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III. ADVERTISING'S IMPACTS ON CONSUMER AND CULTURAL VALUES

Introduction

Having developed in the first two Chapters of this report major,
issues ofinfoieation.use in consumer deciSion.eaking,.and the.influ-
ence of adVartising on various patterns of'reSOOreallocatiOn.
indUetriaL, individual and national --
eral,influencesOf advertising eon American C41ture..fierewe'

4o0tirgenerAl,.by.sulmariring a fq00f,the:m6a h
cP,ik influence. oh 'individ

bi:COvering
oped aaboveR tleit-which hOilleaa of M*1..

,

publiC.- **se topics include the siturefion,O
aimed at-various segments of the public (the effects of
children.will'beigiven special treatment)., adViitieing's,r0leHin deter-.
mining the quality of the commercial media, Advertising's impact on
political processes and citizen life-style (focusing OA the .relatiVelY
new-phenomenor of non-commercial corporate,advocacy advertising) and,.
finally', general comments On advertising's impact on social change and

, aspiration, especially'on minority segments of the U.S.-population,

B. Effects of Advertising on Individual Life-Style and,Mass.Culture
'

1. Advertising and Social Change

Americans have been largely aware of the acceleration .of change in
this century, and, pe because initially much of the change (since the
detpression and w paralleled the rise in national and personal
income, few of ardly mobile,questioned the nature of changes in
their consukinl socio-cultural patterns. Not until'the extreme dis-
ruptions and awareness of the 1960's and the publication of such litera-
ture as Toffler's best seller Future-Shock (1970) and some of the works
of Daniellielll did many Americans realize that the "American" dream images
(of the late 40'6 through 60's) as reflected in the media hid another
reality of pdVerty, technocratic and bureaucratic abuse, environmental,

°.,fa wastage and urban.decay; that speed, of change had its dangers and that
the facade...of-Pzagmatism and technical efficiency, concealed hedonieg,
Moral ambivalence, and conflict. Only following social upheaval was there
popular questioning of the impact of the media and commercialisii on Americahs
themselves T.; etrchildren and uneasiness toward affluence and consump-

.

tion as fueled y "demand management" and advertising

in Chapter I, Galbraith's concept of "demand management" was intro-

dmeed. It'is his thesis that due to large-scale industry, it is neces-
sary for policy to maintain production, consumption and employment at, high
levels, and that advertising is used by business. to influence consumers

4E
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and to circumvent consuver sovereignty. Virtually VI advertising
literature trlaims'that levcrtising has been a "progressive" force
which has spurred industrial production through encouraging consuMp-
tiOn. Advertising executives justify their huge advertising expendi-
tures as,a necessary industrial expense which has contributed to the,
rapidly rising level of disposable income enjoyed bplmiiricans
throughout the post-war period. Without advertising, theytClaim,
the American,population would not be affluent and would not be able
to enjoy the myriad Of products and services they do. However, the,
questiOn remains whether the industrial requirement of, advertising
is compatible with our social and cultural ideals and whether the
values implicit in advertising have in anyway helped us to live with
Our mass afgluence.

Advertiiing's Imacts,On National. 'Character

In her .;article "The. Cultural SOci'
Allmirican S°cilP',!2Jones notes th'a 'the,1610,
exposed to about %40,000 commercials a Year:,
decreiary of Health, Eduaation and 'Welfare'iinc - 44niian
being over his productive life span watches televisiokcolmerciale
alone for more hours than he ever spends in .school, and th4it the average '
pre-school-age child is(estimated to have absorbed more hours of unstruc-...
tured TV input than the hours an average student at a lipeiti arts'Col-
lege spends for fOur'full years,in the classroom. In quedtioning what
the advertising and broadcasting industries are doing withthese hours,
and how this viewing is affecting our national. character, she attempts
to clarify the cultural spillover which'American advertising has on
three areas:

Akerican value systems,

° American life-styles

° American,attitudes toward society andthe many diverse
% individuals in the nation.

_ .

In examining advertising's impact on, value_ systems, She.finds that the
non-commercial message which comes through an advertisement, the con-
scious appeal, is essentially materialistic, She finds central to the

me age of the TV commercial the premise that it is the'adquisition of
ings which will satisfy basic and inner needs and aspirations, and
t the major problems confronting an individual can be instantly

liminated through the purchase and use of some product. Externally
ved solutions are made the prescription for 'life's yearnings and

hardships, and no recognitiOn is given to the individual's essential
responsibility to develop his own capacity to deal with life's Problems,,
without seeking:an end or consolation in some material solution. .,

This argument is strongly voiced by Illich in his Toward a History

of Needs3 in which he discusses how people within advanced societies
become overly, dependent upon the consumption of expensive,.services in

4
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`trying to satisfy desires'and'wants. He alba argues that through
confusing basic needs with less basic wants, the former are increas-
ingly unsatisfied. He sees such advertising as that by the pharma-
ceutical industries as lifting personal physical and mental health
care away from the individual and small group and entrusting it-'to
corporate and medical elites. Self-care of many varieties is lost
askone is urged to seek to remedy every need or want through a product

or thrOugh the services of an "expert."

There is, Of course; a wide divergence of opinion on the issue of

advertising's influencing materialistic values in American.cuiture.
According to the American Association of Advertising Agencies, 85%
of the sociologists surveyed felt advertising promoted values, that are
too materialistic, compared to 67% of the religious leaders, 42% of

.

the. conomists, And only 6%' of the,business leader6,4

Jones' finding on advertising's impact`on individual ligar.
style 14 that it is the premise of th4Se 'ads that we are highly exter-
nally motivated, wanting to act and be like our neighbors or to emulate
popUlar, successful individuals. Personal successis seen as being
externally contrived'through-the possession of products, Status,and
glamour widely and popularly recognized, and not, the product of years of

study or training. Because these qualities are more easily and quickly
gained the higer an individual's leVel of disposable income, personal
and social development is sought through accruing and consuming ever
greater leveld of disposable income. An individual's life -style is
thus split into two aspects, work and leisure, and the enjoyment of the
former is to be downplayed as long as it provides a leVel of disposable
income allOwing'an individual to feel personally and socially "with"i0
when.it comes to consumption of foods, clothing, and recreation. .

The image of a fully individuated, complex, human striving for
self-expression,. intimacy and social Service, an image present in Most
world literature, is completely absent from_the thousands of hours of
TV commercials,and most program content. Instead:we are presented with

a single/overly simplistic, and distorted answer to the needs and hopes

of individuals. Accordina to humanistic vsvcholodist Abraham paslow.5
an individual. haVing satisfied his basic needS for food, shelter;
sexual fulfillment and economic security, next strives for Social'and
psychological°secUrity through intimacy and sociality, and finally
highly individuated self-fulfillment through artistic expressi scien-

tific insight, or religious sensitivity. Advertising and ili Nagery 14
necessarily confined to commercial fulfillment of the lowest needs; it

cannot deal with higher leVelsof man'S.,"hieterchy of needs." Advertis-

ing thus dampens an, individUal's strillrigfor his own life-style and
undermines the range of action, exprdssion, and thought which economic
affluen&efshould have endowed many of the individuals in the nation.

4
As to advertisin's impact on individuals' attitudes toward

society and the many diverse individuals comprising this nation, Jones
notes that the television commercial' presents only a very special and

4 7
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limited view of American society. This issue will be returned to
in the final section of,this chapter.

3. Consumer "Education" by Industry -

In a more critical view of advertising's impact on social and
cultOkal values, Stuart'Ewen, in his social history, Captains of
Consciousness: Advertising and the Social Roots of Consumer Culture,6
traces the evolution of the American laborer into American consumer;
and examines advertising's use by industrial management in "educating"
the masses into patterns of consumption which servo industrial vale.
According to ,Even, laborers just emerging from e world of long lidiarge
seven days a week and often very love- quality living i *Rug had to
WI taught through advertising to use and, further, to enjoy
whioll they were theMelVes Producing, 11144 new clad
troduced to be-14a civiliti44. such , all .441,0
nt,ificatiou; and advertising

of such 4 life-style. tater In AP Orion%
rate of production increased, people had' neat*. "

uously consume," something that earlier, according .to Veblen
a practice of only, the rich.

Still later they had to be encouraged to be wasteful, to use and
discard products more often, 'so as to bUy new products more often-
Product duribilityvas reduced, in order to keep production and profits
in certain industries at high levels. According to Evian, at every step
of our accumulating affluence we had to be enticed to act in new social
manners so as to sustain the affluence, and, advertising, at first iieen
as an leducating" or "civilizing" functiOn, necessarily became, in the
new world of.leisure time and highs t income, a controlling ideology of
increasing technical sophistication exhorting people to consume market
products and services and, thereby, presumably to enjoy their liires.
If they did not .seek satisfaction and" fulfillment through consumption
of industrial products and services, the economic tulderpinning of their"
affluence would be threatened. According to many cent commentators,
such as Galbtaith,Scitbvsky, and arschl by having

::

entered a "consumer
Culture" in which Consumption of industrial produc and_services is

'guided by advertising, we have lost touch with the finer meanings of
work, time, and enjoyment. The leisure time which is a potential divi-
dend oeindustrialization and efficiency is often reinvested in work in
order to gain further discretionary incbee for market consumption- One
is also encouraged to seek satisfaction LI market goods and services,

,

rather than in non - market goods andservices, such as,handicraftsecom-
munity orgaidiaing, and sharing: (These personal allocations were * ,-
discussed in Chapter II above.)

C. Unevenness of Direct Impact of Advertising: Segmentation and,,
Saturation

1. Audience Segmentation and Saturation

7

.Advertising literature introduces the marketing concept of "segmen-.
tation" whereby, rather than expending large resources trying to reach a

4E
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heterogeneous market, the attempt is.made to correlate advertising
messaged with population sectors sharing similar characteristics and
consumption patterns. Such "segmentation" is a major focUs of marketing
research, a field which gained a scientific rigor in the 1960's and .

which now enjoys huge corkorate and academic supi5ort.8 Such research
attempts to analyze personality to discover how to hold its attention
for even a fraction of a second, while a persuasive element is pierr
dented (or technically planted on a subconscious level ae in the, case
of "psychographics"). In "Media Approaches to Segmentation," Bruno,
HustaxL and Pessemier state plainly;

This paper examines an approach to marketing and media
planning that classifies consumers into segments meaning-
ful to the firms' overall communication strategy .
In particular, media,analysts'are interested in the'quali-
ties of each audience,thit reflect its relative potential
for being inflp6ed by selected offensive or defensive ,

market coilmuni ations ,the extent to which certain mes-
sages will be accepted, ,transmitted, and actecupon.9

Given the relevant audience measurements, the medium is chosen which
most efficiently impacts a given sub-population, the message unit is
scientifically constructed, and the adequate level of exposure'or
saturation is calculated.

'It has Veen found in marketing research that:only through repe-
.

tition can an .advertiser achieve the "advertising recall" necessary
for successful'impact.10 Whereas Krugmanll believes that three message
exposures is adequate to break through the "system of discounts "l2
which filters out the vast majority of commercial information to which
one is exposed, others belieVe that only through. high leVels of satura-
tion can product recall at the time of product search be assured.
Tc:/edt feels that it is only wit41 15 exposures that the consumer con-
sciously considers that he or she might.possibly buy the product or
service some day.13 Because of this high number of exposures neces-
sary to assure consumer awareness of a product and the high number of

, products being market %d at one time, it is no, wonder that commercial
media take the forms they do (as will be discussed), or that advertisers
have resorted to "noise" and sexuality in order to vie fOr selective
attention. Greenberg and Suttoni's aqicle on "Television Commerdial
Wearout" offers Alipotheses 'on how comMercial*unit saturation can be' most
efficiently achieved prior tb diminishing returns eb exposure.14 =

2. §ocial'Abuse't Advertising; Directed at Adolescents and

'` Children

Segmentation and aturation 'have been apparently frequently abused.
.tever41 writers have obserVed that the two population segtents'least able
to deal with persuasive advertising are children, who lack intellectual
categories to discount.various levels of untruth and persuasion, and
adolescents. (through young adulthood), o' b ieS and psychic' worlds

are.undergoingradical reorienta4on. Th er groups, as several

4;
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writers have noted,15:bkve beeil particularly vulnerable to segmen-

tation, behavioral search, and subtle persuasion. Seeking 'smooth

psychic transition childhood to adulthood, America's affluent
teenagers anxiouil spencY.apt amounts,to try to compensate for the
lack of adequate itual and symbolism in our society. Marketers know
much of this anxi ty and sexual frustration will find sublimation .

through.consUmption of products and oral gratification. Tothem,
lactolescence is a propitious time to introdUde young people'to arrays

of adult products.-- from cosmetics to liquor to motorcycles --'which.
c_j. they have hot yet learned to "enjoy," or make use of for such purposes'

as status enhancement. Often promotion through free pioducts accompanies
-' snob idvertising. (BlackWell,' Engel and Kollst.16 report on hoW a cos-
imstic fiim uses interviewing and free prgkict saMplet0t6-encourage die-
icusition.of female beauty among young wcd1R) Wherea4s Margolius17%ix
"shocked by the overt sexuality of advertising is the fiehiOn azid tsIn'
agi,magasinel pad or-scanned by countless adolot tar
lmokbetuty.aild fashion, hints, according
techniques" subliminal seauction are heavy

aimed 'at adolescents and youni
the products 'and brands which they will'be likely use
adult lives.18 At,stake to marketers are millions lc:loll:its in revenue.

At stake to liith is stimulated sexuality and.excessi onp tolls/kegs

of bodily ben ty.

The other population segment singled out for heavy advetising
expenditure are children under the age of twelve, a group which has it-

self been carefulAnned al chars into varionir- sub-
segments. Tt has, -tire, aimed at this Sag!!

went"is $600 millanIrt-e'a-11;o-t of adve- ing on,this segment his

been receiving special attention, because the majority of this adverti-
sing is thrOugh television, whose long-term effects on learning and
personality,development are little understood. Preliminary findings

are just now being compiled.

The Federal Trade Commission's greatest concern is that advertis-

ing impairs the nutritionand dental hygiene of children because chil-

dren's television viewing (which is often higher than the national

average of 4. ho #s a day) is highly saturate4-with advertisements .for

foods with high sugar content, eipecially-sugar coated cereal; confec- '

tions and soft drinks. It will be recalled from Chapter II that tadver

.tising of food and food products (primarily processed foods) accounts,

: for 25%' of total television advertisihg. This category in 11/6 became

.tHe.first billion dollar category (televipion expenditures reaching
$1,002,535,300).20 More recent dat&from the. Television Bureau of
Advertising revelled that last year's-television advertising expenditures

on confecti9ns and soft drinks amounted to $487 million, with soft

drinkerinvolving $175 million, second only.to passenger car advertising.2"'

$140 million was spent in 1976 for Vie.dvertising of cereals ,the

largest amount in the food group and sixth behind passenger cars,

soft drinks, hair products, games, toyt And'hobby.drafts, and pet food: 22

5C
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The effects of cereal advertising on children's welfare
became the center of major controversy early this year when the FTC;
headed by Michael Pertschuk, opened public hearings on whether there
should be an Outright ban on all ads directed"at particular segments
of young viewers, or whether concurrent commercial messages support-
ing. good nutritional practices and warning of dietary hazards of sugar
should be ,reqUired.23 The food advertisers, including General Foods
COrporationand General Mills Corporation whiCh rank second and sixth
in television advertising expenditure, and Kellogg Company which ranks
twenty- second,24 are reported to have begun a counter offensive to
protect their advertising outlays by rebutting charges that 'their pro-
ducts are not nutritious and claiming that it should be parents rather
than regulatory afjencies who decide what advertising children view.
The argument that parents are able to control their childrdn's diet
adequately by making purchase decisiond is refUted in a study Wa.
Harvard Businesi School researcher which found that 88% Of mothers
surveyed confessed that they yielded to a child'idemands.in buying:
cereal, and 40% yielded to'their child's demands to byty candy.25

iIn his excellent article entitled "Children's Advertising," Pearce26
anaiyzes in detail the expenditures the three.major networks have made
for children's advertising andnotes that Congressional, tederal. Com,

q.61:inciations Commission, and public interest preisure (principally from
Action for Children's Television) have, over the past five years, forced,

.
the National Aeeciciation of Broftdcasters and thethree commercial net-
workd to cutPback on non - programming material (inostly commercials) in
children's television from 16 minutes per hour in 1973 to 9.5 rtinutes,
per.hour op weekends and 12 minutes per hour during the'week (weekend
advertising being reduced by over 40 %, and weekday. advertising

by 25%). ,Whereas broidcatters opposed these reductions, claiming,
their revenues Would,fall.drathatically and children's advertising would
become unprofitable, Pearce shbws that sellers made up for revenue ]oss
in their bidding for remaining available time. Pearce does feel that.
the economic and policy implications of an outright bah on.certain
advertising cduld be severe and might cause broadcasters to start cutting ,

back on children's programming, filling it with economically less expen-
sive programaling such as reruns and old movies.

Pretiinary research' findings on children's television advertising

viewing in a National Science Foundation sponsored study show that

.'..E.elevision advertising does influence children-and-is "at least moderately
successful in creating positive attitudes toward, and the desire for,
products adVertised." , It calls for further research and policy analysis'',

into:

.

o Program-commercial separation

Advertising.forMat and audio(viSual techniques

.° Use of premiums
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JUivertising, volume and repetition eltq

Food advertising and consumer socialization

o Advertising and parent/child relatioss.27

Advertising's Impact on Joadcast Content. and Form

1. Public Subsidy and Private Purpose

In his article "Television and State: The Public's Own Honey Ie
Used to Sell Public Audiendes to the Highest Bidder,' George VC Gerbils/428'

Dean of the Annenberg SOhool Of Communicationo.University of Penneklvania,
discusses low ccomercial interests control the new, high-technol
mod* -- especially radio and television. Hie describOvhow tb
tising-suppbrted media, through centralizationt'
"infoimatioh 'flows" and the dissemination' of=
According'to Gerbner,

For most of human 'existence, story telling walva''
handicraft process, conductild'face to-face aiid adminittered.
by a priestly or noble hierarchy. Payment-for it was
extracted in the form of a tribute or tithe and justi.-

fied in terms of cOsmic order. Tradition, memorization,
incantation, and authoritative interpretation Of scriptures
ruled the day_ . ;The induitrial an0 elettronic revom
lutions changed all that . . . . The old hierarphy gave

.,way t9 the new corporate owners and governors of indultrial

society. Their pcwer rests largely in their-freedom to

manage the'industrialized process of story telling and to
build' mass markets for mass production through the mass
distribution of symbols and advertising messages . . . .

[Thus] advertisers replaced nobility, church and state as
the patrons of the mostapopularigt the-arts, particularly
radio and television.

According to Gerbner, the First Amendment to the Constitution has been
used :to jSrotect the three major broadcasting networki -- which he calls
"private governthents" -;-/not only from governmental interference, but
also ftom public control of programming which would' allow citizens to.
rid television of the ideological advertising which they pay for'inrthe,

.price of goods and services. He quotes the high amoUnts networks charge,
for a minute of prime-time advertisipg (which averages $100,000 per coot- lk

mercjal minute but rises to $250,000 during "special events ") andleels
that "[dlivided by audience size, these astronomical prices add up to
an attractive 'cost per thousand' _(viewers) compared to more selective --

and selectively used -- forms of bass communication and advertising" and
that:

. ,

Advertising supported media create the bulk of popular

culture. But their principal products the products

4
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they sell'for profit -- are not Culture; they are
people, ,calIed audiences and sold to advertisers for

a price.

Se sees the public's own ney (obtained in thet"non-market" pricing

of goods) used to se lic audiences to the highest bidder; to
supp4t corporate ailps, sales, and. powers. This is, according to

Gerbner, facilitited in three principal ways:

All broadcasting stations are licensed by the Federal
Communications Commission to operate the airways in the
!public interest, convenience, and necessity" according
to the law. In fact, they operate as bustinessee to
make a profit, but, the enormously profitable licihse
to broadcast in the public domfain is given away free,of
charge.

- 45 A

2. Tvertising subsidy that supports and guides the,
al industry is extracted through a levy on the

price of all advertised goods and SenViCeS. Some call

this private taxation without-representation. The tax
is hidden in the price of soap; I ped when I mash,
not when I watch TV or read a magazine.

113. Congress made advertising a tax-deductible businci , ,

expense, subsidizes,the postal rates of printed media,.

and provides certain advantages for "fgiling" news-
;

papers..

He feels that without. these direct contribution's from the-public trea-

sury, "private" media would not be:profitable, and probably could not

exist at'all. He looks favorably upon recent .preseure to loosen the

'hbld of:large corporations and networks on popular culture transmission

in that market mechanisms have not deliverd the quality and diversity

of cultural services relevant to the many specific "seb-gbultured",which

make up a total-community. Gerbner concludes that a broadening
democratization of vopular,culture production would have the additional

advantages of "not selling the same fears, hopes and styles of life to

practically all of the people,'practicallyall of the.time." It is .

relevant to point out that FTC chairman Michael Pertschuk, in a year-end

.;statement, characterized 1977' asa. "year of transition" in which the

.FTC and the courts made continued efforts to clarify the relationship
of First Amendment protection to FTC's Mandate to prevent unfair or

deceptive advertising.29
,

,

.. It was reported last fall, in an article entitled "Critical Mass.

tiot Yet in Sight for Paramount's Fourth Network," that

Paramount Television Distributor's has pushed back the start

date of its fourth network project, claiming that commercial .

time on the other three isn't yet scarce enough to spin off

full advertiser support fori,its weekly prime 'time service.30

1
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level of network television, programming is strictly controlled
byAlleheeda of advertisers, and a whole new network would be started
to carry old movies,, reruns, and low-cost programming -- all to air
the abundance of commercial messages deemed expedient for corporate
pdrposes. 'Further, it will be recalled froM the end of Chapter I
that advertising oponsorship of.the.dommercial media and corporate,

.sponsorship. of "public" media, has in some cases constrained the-
efforts Of effective consumer research and education programs.,

2. Advertising's Impact on Television :Style-and Content

46°.-

' In an excellent and highly controversial book on televisions
effects on persona/Ay and culture, ex-advertising. exeoutive
Jetry Blander discusses from his own'experience hOW advertising:_
techniques haveAreatly_affected'the styll:and.contanP.4
televisoCinformation and:ooninisrcial progrAmip44,1:440)014.00
that there is a .radical. difference betWoon 090000040,000A000*H
-try :to.paok excitement .persuasion andliwt0412444n;0#0410kAnto
extremely Short time pekiods, and slowerinidre disdukSivalorma_Og:
communication. Be develops'the notion of adyertisingasilmetaotior
information"32,whtch has radically changed theidoetae40;"both naww
reporting and popular-culture commqp4dation forms. _4414

Because the advertising which,lhterrupts.the-progressi*of ttf,
-reporting and commercial programming is' constructed to be loud,.vis ly
stimulatimg7and exciting in order to catch the selective attention of the
viewer, programmingslust-imitate,,this;qualitrin order not to appear
slow-moving and bland. Thus:, according to blander, objective news report--
ing hai been suborned by attempta to create excitement and to highlight
"peak" instances human drama. The slow, analytic unfolding,Of cow!
plex events Or aeasor feelings in instances both of national news and
cultural programming.' Mander traces this "hyperactivity" to Attention-
holaing-teohniques first develOped by advertising, and known.at "tech-
nologids dtjixatiOh."33, Since advertising itself, is kno4h: to contain an

informational/perSuasive content in which the viewer is probably not
interestedithe'advertiser must baths on technical events, rather than
content, tdhola the viewer's attention while the product image is being

liailinted in the'viewers mind. These technical event's include cuts,
edits, rooms and the)ase of aids; such as-charts or cartoons. Whereas .

it is 'the aavertiSees craft to pack as many.of:these technical events
into a minute of advertising (fie estimates 29=30,per minute), blander
finds.these same technical'events to have become. a.mark Of.doMmercial
programming. .lie,finda that in the average commercial television prograM,

there are eight to ten technical events/per minute that is, the flow
of natural imagery is repeatedly interrupted to make it perceptually
Stimulating enough to sustain attention between advertising segments,
Where the rate is much higher.34, '

According to Mander, television, fis an advertising-supported medi-
unii, has become more concerned with'.perceptual and psxchologacal stimu-
lation through technical events than, with high-quality cultural service.
Commercial- pSogramsting cannot-be made too interesting or moving, or the



ed to think' -and- wOild 4t.iick.ly--beciOme` n'Opalleil
and poLlution,Of freenient:cdanercia1-'intarrUptian.:-

.

tional-i Cable Television Association,' in a re rca-tlici,-.
g and --Consumer :thoice , " shows how advertising '.----..1'-;-- =-

...th4atute,iiiii
of

, ..-_,,--e
areaii.zioi.-;:woOh. 1 --- '" . .iL .% '....,1.,Pr....

Inotion-Picture- 'whereas -in 4;111-- ....k. i 1., .,,':.,,,. ." ';itu:'.'.'7*.-,--:.- ,-.`-..-----,5-7

is ProdUCed-anii then diatributeá to-loc.atiOns where an adMis-
'..-,--tiOn.ilkice-ia-e.harcjed;- with present advert...isidgeUPPOited broadcast-

errangnta -*hu raOIiiel'ke-:siliOwn OlitePaiPlY. fiiiii.-1-"41*---*Oris4.51i
7-..3.1i3 divided into nany.---legmentkiby advertilsintef'.desit'Lits:

t{nn ity.- According to the report, ,'when presented -.:On---. teltitilin-,
one moir1e, Originally 138 minutes, was cut over .22 Minutes: and was
interrupted by 53 commercials and other interruptions. 35

This form, which- televition programs have assumed ilfidar :L-adfertiS7
ing "patronage" and the political and cultural influence it imigenders,
has solicited the following statement from the Librarian of Congress,
Daniel J. Boorstin, in dedicating the Nation4 HiMicin.ities Center at ,

.40 Research Triangle Park,. North Carolina: -.

"Just as earlier Americans showed the courage to oeclare.,
their independence of political powers which 1fi1ed their
opportunities and infringed their freedoms, èo we Must
declare our independence of the newly overwhelming'-Tele-,
vision Powers , . Among our grievances we Might, in
Jeffersonian sey,le, affirm that, the Television Powers
subject us to-a jurisdiction foreign to ouroCo nstitution
and unacknowledged by our laws: pretendihg-to have our
assent to their acts of pretended Popular preference;;invad7
ing our homes with unwanted, unneeded', and sometimes dis-
gusting, disruptive and destructive message*, icoMmercial
and otherwise; imposing taxes on u; included in ,the'irice
of everything we purchase, through the- addition of Com-
mercial, political and other messages for which we must
pay without our consent; acting the unwitting ally of
highjackers and charlatans; the willing tout of dflebri-
ties and pseudo-celebrities, kooks and cranks; doutinat-
ing and polluting our experience, and attempting to substi-
tute TeleVision'Experiences for all.others`.36

The Wander boOk makes. many very relevant points which could not be
touched upon here concerning advertisers' manipulation of television
media for..-their wilds and on television's impact- on learning pr`octsses
and human, interrelations.'

E. Advertising's Impact on Political Values'

1. Corporate Advocacy
& ?

Advertising expenditure is today' used not jusi"to sell tkoducts
'frand enhance corporate repApationi but also to try .to influence the

-
.
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on-with tbL
._,..a , ..**7-,t9s oft itssues 0

0- ;lameJ1f7
- =iS addressed to thefollowg

. ,

1.- Relaxation of laws ,fer Clean eetenst, #44,-
1.

lopreent of CCIa1. as an. ene.rgysourC

11reguiiiting

Granting tax: incentives to tile energy industry.

tritici.zinq government required clean. air 'devices
on ,coal burning energy plants.

6 abbying for auto emissioll standard

A miit**tecent sum y of the coxPc?..I:lisadrcaFy adverti inCOPeg!r4,;4_,
da.i1V-tin-,tille Wall treat Journal the new i.138116 07 ;

goabinment regiliatil itself. Much of this -advertising
direct language designed to influence the American publickand,
national policies. In some cases the adveritistt appeals to ttie
reader to exercise his/her political, will dire y by ..pressUr4.ng
4er Congr ssperson, or by writing to a department or aaency... -Often this

in fact"
rate manage-,
e kubli&

adIvertisin claims to be serving the publicNinterest, thou
the positions,advocated are often in the interest, of co
'tient and stockholders alone-, and in direct. conflict wi
interest is represented by disinterested sources.

Perhaps the most common examiiile of this advertising is that carried
out by the. oil companies, especially Mobil and Standard Oil, to support
their own liobbying for oil price deregulation (without any recdpture of
windfall profits). -'Some of this advertising focuses directly on the oil
issue and includes humorous cartoons along withla simplistic appeal for
economic "rationality," while 'others, such as Standard Oil-Company's
Widely distributed two-page ad, "I's. a Great System (Pass It bn),"38 gratus.
itously provides the readei- with Standard's Own description, of how the

I
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survey of:the :rdle or
'market -system.

0 the more detkued "conEhnner/Vitisee

the tletter Business' *ream iccagnineLr
-0=b0441;4 4r1;id, dazitgotomie tiriateir; Your

magi:the. Ideetexiii06:AFi ,csou*c1,1! s campaign to r
c "realitiest

Coun.d 's booklet
According to the Ad Connc

announcements;

"9010i1.1: over 6
.

':Irrea.Ching: over 36 4 **Pin*
in ptibLi.O spaces, such as buses

-DurUi
(ending January 1977)'\-2.2 .sd.1 '0n-2-CCP es:.

t esp
and

eh -distiibuted.
o

The Advertising Council claiW to be big advirtiser. in ...

.

,

.
the world, and claims to 'generate almost $600 millioIi worth of "public I
service' advertisng_Sadvertisersr advertising -agencies ,---'and the media .

cont.4bute the space and timer on-a corporate-donated .Midget of:$914;663.41

2.' Counter - Corporate Advertising

In the wake of this massive corporate campaign to-persuade the
public of corporate legitimacY and responsibility and to blame recent
economic problems on government policy and regulation, there -has, appeared
the countervailing force of "counter-corporate advertAing" which- iedlei
to define the "Public interest" in questiOns of government/business
policy more justly., One-group,-Americans ' for a Working Economy, composed --
of prominent labor, environmental, consumer and church groups42 is work-
ing with the Sall Frahcisco baded Public Media Center to create TV and .

0 radio jnessages refuting the claims of corporate advertising. The group

has prepared a booklet, "A Working. Economy for Americans," to. c6unter the
policy recommendations of the Better Business Bureau's and Ad Council's
booklets.

1 Tax Commissioner Dor an doesn't question the right Under la
-corporations to engage in is type of advertising, but does ques

their right o write off uch advertising as-a business expense
tax purpose's, citing the FederAl Income Tax RegulatiOns and co
According to Dorgan:,

for -

ion
r income

t cases.

At .first glance, one might think that issue is inconse-

quential. .UnfortUnately, e type of s .e lobbying and
subtle political advertising that we read about and hear

about.ii.Olayingan import role in the decisions that are

being:made in this country.
The price. of gasoline,, the amount.of air pollution,

the availability of energy all of these issues and many

More are being influenced by the huge sumsof monespent on
this types of advertising by these Corporations.



ested .tha .x0*
iot be.'chainged-T.

the te.3a,. Mobil cOnstrued-`that:',*=
their drift revolution. Because r
they not lifse, they charged that --I *,wforcing!:my/op
on others. When I wrote that "iiifoXinel cah!":baprove---man`s -con
di-PAW," Mobil inexplicably .transilated :that: intgo,*.hin. state-
ment that I belielve' that reforms are i'reesen y
And.so on.

My core :arTiment, w4th whirth-... Mobil did#0t:-ch,
contend, is that for certain SPecifia_reasions,b0i#eininan enjay
dispropoitfionate-poWer un;tvoidably *4) .,pur4i#4 Of. eiociety:
Hence busUess perwet constitutes a flaw AmeriCa, detiocracy,
which-we all know is in any case not perfect.

. The issue is there and needs ittention, :air some
businessmen themselves atknOwledele. rndeed, by biiking space
to attack me and- in its freedom:to say what it wishes in its
ad, Mobil i;llustrates One of the disproportionate powers of
business,. as well as the 'Way. some businesses use it. The
issue May grow in importance if energy and environmental .

problenis ,Continue to nudge people toward_ asking increasingly
fundamental 4uestions. about '.business and its ,responsibilities.,

It may be a feeling of invaded prerogative thaii..tempts-
some busiliessmen to respond imperiously to chills:lips to
opinCons they have come' to accept as establiShed truth -- as
thotigh taking it upon themselves to draw the line 'that. public
discussion must not cross.

America's system of individual rights and safeguards has been
predicated on the teneeof "free-ipeech," in which a citizen is, free,

-58



Ity

and intimidation in" 'iioicing his political
corpbrate political advertislig such as this, it

t, unless checked, the "private govezpments" of large
immensely powerful channel .which

"beliefs aid,to attempt to :in

goSli=nwn, tam

to ratianaii -conid have- an a for us fact
UticaLi:Values anlesd checked.: by vigil

interested Omer .dducatiOn cwthe lager economic

= Social .Change and""Aiipizia

:co 'noise". r po

=ThdOry

al years ago there was a great emphasis on what was
fields as the "sub-culture" theory.: "AcCording,,to-,tills
yas.no longer acceptable to.*-tek American soCieti-and Culture

*lair hcoggeneous or as a "melting pot" where all ethnic differenced were
to be annulled. Rather; America was to be "viewed as.a.dynamic 1iystem
in which a "dominant" culture interacted with various "sub-cultuies:1"
In atteitiptifig\ to secure - social justice for initially one of these "sub-
cultures," thd blacks, analysis was turned to whether this poilulation
sector ::was. suffering from economic. exploitation. at.-thd hands of better
educated and wealthier white marketers. At the time,, interest focused
on D. raplovitz's,book The Poor.Pay More44 which argued that black con-
sumers were being taken advantage of through their lack of consumer
skills, in such areas as-comparative pace, warranties and guarantees,
and terms of credit. Since that time, the ,dramatic change in the values
of the dominant culture teffrard the blackir and the rise of legal protec-
tion and redress have abated any widespread" advertising attempts to
,exploit. lack of consuming. - skills 6f :this minority. This by no means
implies that exploitation bf -disadvantaged does not continue or that
native Americans and other ethnic Americans are unaffected by continu-
ing, racism and prejudice in many areas.

Whereai local advertising is assumed,to continue to:mislead the
undereducated...6114V. raaes, national adveitisin4 can be seen al: worlcing,
again-st-'soc"Vat-4.nrerests--4110-_blacki.,azid er minorities -- itypiCally
low-income -,groujr--t,, by tempting thereto foil consumption patterns
which they 'cannot well affoid. Alg, whereas ti ters have assented

,-to the integration of modeling in national advertising- (there is much
literature available on' this topic), there has been no attempt to present
other than stereotyped, "dominant culture" living and consumption patterns.
overall, advertising, and especially TV advertising, continues tovresent
a very limited view of American society. The'cultural setting df adver'
tising does not reflect the pluralism of the Aniericari nailson, btit focuses
primarily qn one aspect of American culture, typically that of the white
duburban middle-income, middle-class family. What we see are the cloth-
ing, home furnishings and patterns of, leisure 4313;id recreation of the typi-
cally young and successful.,

Advertising and brOadcaqting have taken One highly materialistic '-
concept of "American. life" and superimposed it upon a greater,. much more
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Market system works

0"thwbasitic' evaluation of the.abiliWit..-tWmaxicit-sy0em
to-serve. consmers.ana societyAslOW*Dlia7.-

Especially in its flinction of providing commercial informatiOn, advertising
is, itielf, an important form of consumer education. For these reasons,
we conclude that 'consumer education; wbether in school or through less
formal channels, should make consumers. aware Of all the issues coverdd
in thlis report. Here, for emphasis, we identify some of the highlights.

..

= In broadest terms, consumer education shpuld.increase cbnicumers',

understandin4 of advertising, indicate ways of reacting to it in making
deicisons and in affecting advertising in their own and in

the general public interest. More specifically, it seims'apiropriate
thatdonsumer education should make consumers aware of;

° the role of Anformation in the full range of,coitsprtersi-
.

economic decisions;

the nature and purpOse of advertising and its social and
economic advantages and disadVantages,

.
. -

the effects of advertising on
-- consulters

-- industry - .

-- the market structure and system,

the ways in which Consumer; can pope with the. negative influ-
ences of adVertising.

To.accomplishAtheseobjectiVes,, consumer AdIcation must make..consUmers
sensitive, and critical towaFds advertising messages and encourage them to
be efficient in obtaining and'usinvinformation., At the same time, it
'should be amphaSiieathat advertising is not static, and. adVirtisers
Will seek- to adfUst their techniques tb. increases in ,consumer sophistication.

..61



quate, =Masai inforimaikin 1"c162.4161i0r:

act neither In Um:Lc csasnocia societil
can caskets fmntios properly.

o Consumers fice a serious
-- society is rapidly changing,

incomes are rising, increasing7th01S4e1 and range of
demand for goodatand services;;

-- there is.greater complexitY in the technical charadter°
sopds 0114 even in some iieprAizef--14-110:4414t
mate;

-= access to reliable .personal: Sources of informationis
reduced;

-- obtaining and using ("proceesing") information takes time,-
.and wise, efficient use of time is essential to consumers'
well-being in all dimensions of life.

.-

o Some advertising provides th-e'necessary "cemmercial information 11

but advertising-in general does much besides.

C. Nature and Purp ose of Advertising, Its Pros, and Cons

°:Advertising is a part of a wide range of promotional activi-
ties practiced in varying degrees and forms by American indus-
try. oCither forbs of promotional activities include;
-- physical product differentiation
-- packaging
-- styling.

Much of what needs to be disseminated about advertising applies to some of
the other forms of pramotional'activity, but the details may differ sub-
stantially and are not covered here.

0

%

o The *con c and social contribution of advertising derives
from its oliision of information' that is potentially usefqi

to cons ers in making decisions. particularly information as

to pric , quality, availability of goods, or services, the

co ditions under Which they are sold (warrantees, financing,

for example). Examples of kinds of advertising that provide
relatively large amounts of such "commercial" information are
local retail advertisements, much newspaper edmertisigi,
most classi4ed ads, professional service ads (e.g. ,411111yisi

cians' andlawyers' fees).

4 6%2



Of the lack:of such adVert4
service fields wber____

Persuasion.
GOodwill/reiainders

.;7 Misinformation iiWobtui

*Institutional advertising"
-- Political/ideological p

p.

o Advertising is costly avhd pervIsive.
ect costs run, to tens'of.billliont of d011ars:innuallyv
#the informational and social/ideo1ogicl aspects of '.

advertising are paid for.by consumers throu the'additional
price of -goads and.fram-the publAc tre intai revenue
lost,'1-because'advertising is treated as:kdeductible
businesi'expenditure; -

.

Iv : 1-- The advertising industry is large and ubiguitousp
It exercises cOnsiderable codt ml ever the media,influencing
its style, Ideology and 6ontent.

De Effects

Advertising affecrdscumers direptly,and-indirectly, through its
effects both on industry strnc and activity angLon society in general.

' .

1. Advertising and Consumers.
. 14 ,s#

Some advertiging'is important in providing' co mmercial information,
HoVev4r, because of its non-information content, advertisAng fails to
meet consumers' need for information in their complex, highly technological
environment, and therefore it hinders rational decision making.

Indirect costs of advertising are losses to consumers and society
as a whole resulting from the effect of advertising on the distribution of
societal resources. 'Possible results of these allocations include the
following:

o Redistribution of consumers' resources, including time, from
non-market goods and services to those sold through the market;

o Emphasis on present consumption rather than saving (future,
consumption) or leisure.

7



Vf,

IWvctising, especially-
eff-POduct. diffaent44$50.,:
:94440104tiaa
characterize.much o
monopoly fend to resitrict,theZ'_
available to cbaspalers and iiibier***7
price and profite relative to whit*.
competitive markii14.

Soce Impacts

A4vertisik has major wide-spread social impacts:

° It works to change individuals basic preferences in'the,

interest of producers.

O It encourages preference for'market over nomormark6t goodf
and services, 'consumption ove,rseving, aid,coneumption --
and hence income -- over leisure,"morket orientid
leisure vetsus more individually cretiveleisure.

Advertising persuasion and entertainment encourage con-
sumption while discouraging rationality; the discriminating
analyticial frame of mind needed to make: choices in one's
own and society!s best interests is undermined asradvertfaing
encourages the consumer to be a'passive recipient ofcommer-
cial stimuli, rather than an active'chooser.

The result of such dhanges in values is .a tendencv 0 shift
(at least marginally) from public goods, such aeeducatioa
and public recreational facilities , to goods proaucee
by the private sector.

O Successful non-informative advertising is itself a thteat
to the free enterprise system. It'impairs the complete
fulfilling o the market system's legitimate soCialpae.
Such advertising violates the conditions underlying the
intellectual jfstificat161-17A\the private/enterprise

4P,system.

O Political advertisihg presumably supplements industrial
lobbying to influence political aecisions in the adver-

.

titers' interest.

64'



An *Portant method of
of,; 44Tei:tising and its
porite-into consumer education exercises in'thainnlysis
and evaluation of samples of advertisemants in light of the
econamicallysOustified vertining and in light of

cated aboie.- the taxonomy of adv

In addition, the following

Alternative information. Because of the failure of many forms
of advertising to provide = s with adequate assnukts -Of
information concerning produ quality, and comparisons; terms
of service, comparable price guarantee and warrants in-."
formation, consumers must often = this informationArca.
alternative sources. Such sources clude product rating
periodicals, libraries maintaining =Nation and evaluative
materials, public cOnsumer agencies at the federal, state,
and Wel levAls,_buying clubs and credit unions, and disinterested
televisions and hewspaper sources.

7

Additional information. Consumers need information about goods
and services which are not/advertised, notably non-Market,and
non-materialistic opportunities for personal gibwth And ful-
fillment. They will then be in a better psoition to evaluate,
the nature of their needs and wants, to determine what levels
of consumption are.in their ow4.and society's best interests,
and to-appreciate more clearly-the ecological and value recta
of a consumer culture. Ir .

° Consumer action:
Counter-advertising. conSumers shOu'd be made awa.e.of
fair -time broadcasting policies allowingconsuMer groups

.

access to: the media to.answer political messages propagated'
through corpOrate advocacy advertising. They ahOuld further
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of-Abe efforts of -grpupe
and 1Vdatip

ji10121614--
_ . --that ttheiro

ofAovernmeital
acid` of that omit
:ity. of .infOrmation and certainly

to say nothing' of only releOart_ipfbp10006-_!
in. ing ; r 4

° Financing

')
-- For consumers to have,effeCtive redrees, some mechAnissis

need to be established for fundipg them.1 Various ideas
such as a small 'sales or revenue tax,'e.g., mill per:.
dollar of-sails, might be levied to finadoe 6Onstidei in
volvement in regulation of advertising, to finermile public
interest or counter advertieing. There are-areas thatit
would be well tb explore.

-- There is a dorrnding
.

(c financing of adOertising:-typ
treasury, ie.e.,.the.taxpayers.

about- -the present

, bne balf from the

-A- At least egulaly important is the question. of finding al-
ternative ways-torfinancing the media in significau4t part
to reduce the pressures for the gratuitous affirmation of
social and politigal posturis compatible' with the-Anterests
of advertisers.

F. Conclusion

I s important to recognize that, even given full information and
understanding of the issues involved, consumers may or may not make-the
same choices. We cannot prejudge what the outcome will be,'but it is
the function of consumer education to ensure that consumers are aware
of the range of choices; that they go beyond questions of which pro:ducts
they areto buy to consider allocations of.time and effOrt.between alterna-
tive pursuits. In this way, consumers make general life-style choices.

.
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